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DO YOU FEEL SAFE?

By COURTNEY YEAGER
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Recent allegations on the Hill
have fostered a campus-wide
discussion regarding sexual
assault. Both students and faculty alike have been voicing
their opinions and concerns on
the Community Digest of Civil
Discourse , demonstrating that
people are eager to maintain the
spirit of activism and inspire
change in this community.
In a recent interview. Vice
President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students James Terhune
described the College's procedure
when students come forward about
sexual misconduct. Certain faculty
members are "mandated reporters," which means that they have
a legal obligation to report incidents of sexual assault to the Waterville Police Department. Deans,
Community Advisors (CAs) and
employees of the Office of Campus Life are some examples of
mandated reporters on campus.
In this position, however
, they do
not disclose the victims ' personal
information—they are merely required by the Clery Act to disclose
crimes on and around the campus.
"For Clery purposes, it's just a tally
mark," Terhune said. Unmandated
reporters, however, such as doctors, nurses, counselors and members of the clergy, are prohibited
from notifying the police because
of confidentiality laws.
If a student approaches the
Dean of Students Office , the
staff would first "try to get an assessment of where that person is
from a health standpoint—both
physical and emotional health,"
Terhune said. The administration
would advise the student to visit
cither a local hospital or the Garrison-Foster Health Center, which
also offers confidential counseling
services. Terhune emphasized the
importance of "making the traumatic moment as easy as possible. ...If they would prefer to meet
with someone on our staff of one
gender or the other, we'd do that."
The dean will ask the student
to describe the nature of the circumstance, and various potential
action plans will be offered. Since
deans are mandated reporters, the
police will be called to come to
campus and have a conversation
with the student. "They are very
clear that they will not take control of the victim in that case,"
See ASSAULT, Page 6

By ALLISON EHRENREICH
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Students walking through Pulver Pavilion on Friday. Nov 11 had the opportunity to write their answer the question. "Do you feel safe? " on the banner

College handlesrecentallegations

Off icial Notices
regarding issue
of sexual assault

In the midst of ongoing student
and faculty discourse concerning
the issue of sexual assault on the
Hill, two Official Notices sent on
Thursday, Nov. 10, prompted further discussion on the subject by
bringing recent allegations facing
members of the campus community to light.
The e-mails—the first of which
was from President William "Bro"
Adams and the second of which
was from the Student Government
Association (SGA)—-were sent
four minutes apart on Thursday
morning. Neither e-mail elaborated
on the exact nature of the events
leading to the allegations.
Adams began his e-mail by
stating that "much of the campus is now embroiled in a conversation about whether some
members of our community have
violated Colby 's sexual misconduct policy," while SGA wrote to
inform students, faculty and staff
that "in light of recent pending allegations, we can no longer justify the buses to the football game."
In an interview with the Echo,
SGA Co-Presidents Justin Rouse
'12 and Laura Maloney '12 con-

firmed that the allegations to which
SGA referred in its e-mail are the
same as those Adams referenced.
Adams explained in his e-mail
that the College had been investigating the allegations since
the morning of Sunday, Nov. 6.
However, Adams noted that as of
Thursday morning, "apart from
the initial report of the incident,
only two people have come forward voluntarily to provide evidence to the investigators."
In the e-mail, Adams urged
those with information about the
situation to contact Director of Security Peter Chenevert or Senior
Associate Dean of Students Paul
Johnston. "We understand that
much depends on the outcome of
this investigation and that many of
the answers we seek could have an
impact on upcoming events," he
wrote. "But we cannot and should
not rush the process or our judgments while the investigation is
yielding information."
According to Chenevert, two
more students have since voluntarily come forward with information as of Tuesday, Nov. 15.
Others have been contacted to
provide information.
Chenevert said that currently, he
and Johnston are "just trying to get
to the truth as to what happened,"
explaining that the investigation is
still ongoing.
Adams wrote that because of
federal laws, College administrators are unable to describe the

of students and faculty on sexual
assault and campus culture.
Arellano and Howard established the structure of the forum
for the attendees. Some preformed questions were projected
on a screen at the front of the
auditorium concerning the procedure for reporting incidents of
assault and the administration 's
investigative and penalization
procedures. Howard and Arellano
laid down some ground rules for
the night. They explained that the
forum was not meant for the discussion of specific cases and allegations of assault and that there
would be some topics that administrators at the event would not be
able to address. They then proceeded to solicit questions from
those present , which SGA CoPresident Laura Maloney '12 and
Male Athletes Against Violence
(MAAV) President Eric Barthold
' 12 added to the list of pre-formed
questions on the screen.
Some key questions raised
by students included clarifying why the terminology used

by the College in the student
handbook and administrative
procedures refers to "sexual
misconduct " rather than "sexual assault "; does the College 's
current policy for addressing sexual assault work and
how can it be improved; how
can the College recognize that
sexual assault happens regardless of reporting statistics; how
can we better teach enthusiastic
consent; and how do we engage
the entire community in these
important conversations?
After compiling over 35
questions, some faculty members addressed the procedural
concerns. Director of Counseling Services Patty Newmen addressed the reporting procedure ,
noting that students can report
to the nurses and counselors
at the Health Center, who are
required to keep their session
confidential. Health Center staff
will also accompany students to
the hospital and help them contact the deans or the Waterviile
Police if the student desires.

By SARAH LYON
NEWS EDITOR

event in further detail, but acknowledged "the frustration felt
by those who want to know more."
Even after the College completes
the investigation, privacy laws will
still apply to the situation, limiting
the amount of information the College can reveal to the campus community,Adams said.
Though Adams declined to comment beyond the information he
wrote in the Official Notice, he said
that he has since received a few responses to the e-mail from students
and faculty members, and these responses were mostly positive.

STUDENT LEADERS SPEAK
Aware that Adams would be
sending out an Official Notice on
Nov. 10, SGA members showed
administrators, members of Campus Life and Harold Alfond Athletic Director Marcel la Zalot a draft
of their own e-mail the night of
Nov. 9, Maloney said. "They were
supportive of our decision-making
process and supportive of where we
were coming from ," Rouse said.
In their Notice—signed with the
names of all seven members of its
executive board—SGA informed
the College community that it had
originally planned to send two fan
buses to Brunswick, Maine on
Saturday, Nov. 12, to support students competing in cross country
and football events at Bowdoin
College. However, because of the
recent pending allegations, SGA

Speaking out against assault
By LAUREN FIORELIJ
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Students and faculty filled
Page Commons on Tuesday,
Nov. 15, to participate in an open
community forum to discuss sexual assault on campus. An Official Notice from Vice President
of Student Affairs and Dean of
Students James Terhune stated
that the specific purpose of this
forum was to answer questions
concerning "how Colby deals
with sexual misconduct. "
Terhune opened the event expressing the hope that the discussion to follow would help to
ascertain "how we can move forward as a community in a better
way," with this event as "a first
conversation , not the only conversation ." he said. The forum, moderated by Assistant Professor of
American Studies and Women 's,
Gender and Sexuality Studies
Lisa Arellano and Associate Professor of Education Adam How ard, centered on identif ying the
primary questions and concerns

Newmen also noted that a
Health Center counselor is oncall 24 hours and can be reached
through Security at any time. If
a student calls Security for the
counselor on-call , he or she will
be asked if there is a physical injury that needs to be addressed.
However, Security will not force
a student to reveal his or her reason for seeking counseling. Faculty members also expressed that
they welcome students to bring
their concerns to a professor with
whom they feel comfortable.
Senior Associate Dean of Students Paul Johnston then spoke to
the administration 's procedure for
investigating allegations of sexual
assault and penalizing the assailant. A student , Johnston said, retains the ri ght to go directly to the
police with allegations of sexual
assault. Should the student choose
not to include the police and press
charges, he or she can instigate
an administrative investigation.
See MEETING. Page 2

informed students that they would
no longer send a bus to the football
game but would still run a bus at
9:30 a.m. on Saturday to transport
students to the cross-country meet.
SGA members did not provide
further details in their e-mail other
than noting that "although the
charges are only allegations, they
are of a serious and ongoing nature.
We cannot support students who
may have acted in a blatant breach
of our values of a community."
In the e-mail, they noted that "it
was with the support of so many of
our peers that we made this decision," but they explained that the
choice was not easy. "The hardest
part of this decision is that there
will be peers who we care about
who feel strongly that we have
made the wrong decision and members of the football team who feel
like we have let them down," SGA
members wrote.
"I think one of our main criticisms when we sent [the Official
Announcement] out is that people
are citing it as explicitly in contrast
to what Bro wrote," Maloney said.
THE END OF A SEASON
Saturday 's football game,
which the Mules lost, had been
critical to the team 's chances at
winning an outright Colby-BatesBowdoin (CBB) title for the first
time since 2005, according to a
See E-MAILS, Page 6

On Tuesday, Nov. 15 , the
College suffered the loss of Derrik Flahive '13 in a drowning
accident in Chile. Flahive—a
beloved member of the lacrosse
team, Colby Cares About Kids
mentor and drummer—was
spending the semester abroad
in Santiago, Chile through SIT
Chile -. Socioeconomic and Political Transformation.
The global studies major
and philosophy minor who
hailed from Littleton , Colo,
will be deeply missed on campus. His coach , Justin Domingos , wrote in an e-mail to the
Echo that he and the whole
Colby lacrosse family are devastated by his death. "Derrik
was a great young man and a
terrific lacrosse player. While
he was really passionate about
the game of lacrosse , he also
had a passion for a great many
things outside of athletics. He
loved music , the outdoors and
travel , to name a few. He was
a big part of our lacrosse family here at Colby, and his ability to socialize and connect
with teammates was one of his
biggest strengths. "
Eric Eberhart * 12 also keenly feels the loss of his close
friend and teammate. "His
friendship was demanding in
the best sense," Eberhart wrote
in an e-mail to the Echo. "It
demanded patience , and it demanded the best from me. He
was as genuine a friend as I
could ever ask for. We helped
each other through talks that
only I will remember now.
Anyone who knew him—who
really knew him—will miss
most how he challenged them
to reach out. "
The College community
was notified of Flahive 's passing throug h an Official Notice
from President William "Bro "
Adams. On Wednesday, Nov.
16, the College will lower its
flag in Flahive 's honor. The
College held a gathering with
members from counseling services and the chaplaincy program on Tuesday evening at 7
p.m. for community members
See FLAHIVE, Page 2
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Waterville's next mayorHeck 74 Flahive passes
College
community
mourns junior

By NICOLE HEWES
NEWS STAFF

On Election Day, Nov. 8, local residents elected Karen Heck
'74 to serve as the next mayor of
Waterville. Heck, who ran as an
unenrolled candidate, earned 54
percent of the total votes, securing a victory over Democratic
incumbent Dana Sennett and Republican candidate Andrew Roy.
"I'm excited and honored to
have been elected mayor of Waterville," Heck said.
Heck won 't officially become
mayor until January, but she already has plans to start implementing the means to achieve her
goals for Waterville.
One of the major tenets of her
campaign was a promise to revitalize the city. As stated on her
website, Heck believes that "one
of the keys to the city 's vibrancy
40 years ago was that there were
many young people raising families and engaged in the community. We can recreate that energy."
Heck envisions the College
playing a key role in this transformation. "One of my primary
goals is to connect the town and
the College in a way that benefits
us all ," Heck said.
In terms of student involvement and volunteerism, the con-

From FLAHIVE, Page 1
to reflect on Flahive. Counseling services are available for
students in the community and
there are materials on grieving available in the GarrisonFoster Health Center.
"I know that all of us send
our profound sympathies to
Derrik's family and to his
friends—here at Colby and beyond—in their time of unimag-

Assault forum
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Karen Heck '74 won the Waterville mayoral race last Tuesday, Nov 8. She will take office in January.
nection between Waterville and of the city—particularly by makthe College has been improving ing a commitment to shop locall y
over time. "I know that hundreds whenever possible.
"We need to support the kinds
of Colby students volunteer their
time and energy in the town and of things that make a difference
schools and get off the Hill far in people's lives locally, whether
more often than we did when I it 's supporting local growers and
was there," Heck said.
crafters, local businesses or loStill , Heck believes town-gown cal non-profits. Our lives are
relations can be improved further enriched and community is built
and that students at the College through [these] relationships,"
Heck said.
can really aid in the revitalization

Most importantly, Heck welcomes student involvement. She
encourages students at the College to contact her via e-mail at
info@karenformayor.com or by
visiting the Facebook page "Karen for Mayor."
"I'm looking forward to working with students to see how we
can create a community that is
greater than the sum of the Hill
and the 'Ville," Heck said.
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inable grief," Adams wrote.
"We will miss his passion
for the game and his ability to
play lacrosse at a high level ,
but we will miss his friendship more. Derrik was a deep
thinker and to have a conversation with him about anything—lacrosse, politics , time ,
anything—was a treasure and
one that this program will not
soon forget ," Domingos wrote.
The Colby Echo will be producing its next issue in honor
of Derrik Flahive. Please share
your stories, photos and memories with the community. Email aehrenre@colby.edu.

By means of a misconduct hearing, administrators may judge the
verity of the allegation and assign
varying levels of punishment that
range from an on-campus restraining order, to asking the perpetrator to leave campus until the
victim graduates, to expulsion.
After these two addresses from
Newmen and Johnston, the forum
shifted to a more open style. The
questions previously compiled on
the list were not systematically addressed one by one, but rather laid
the framework for the sort of points
those in attendance wished to address. With the floor open for discussion, some attendees addressed
comments or questions to the audience as a whole,
and others called
out specific groups
or administrators
to respond to specific concerns.
First, students
suggested some
Tom
measures for how
the College could
improve the prominence and availability of resources
and education on sexual assault—
both how to deal with the issue
when it happens and how to prevent
it. Some suggestions included making procedural information readily
available online, altering the wellness seminar program to address issues more relevant to campus such
as sexual assault and possibly extending some form of the program
beyond first-years. Students were
also enthusiastic about working to
establish a Gender and Sexual Diversity Resource Center, a plan that
is already underway.
The conversation highlighted
how students can hold each other
accountable as peers and individuals and how student groups and
student leaders can set examples
and lead the conversation. One
student question asked why members of the College community
can 't just all respect one another.
"We all need to remember that we
share this space," Tom Letourncau '13 said , remarking on each
student 's right to respect and privacy in their collective home.
One faculty member noted that
"peer pressure and social pressure
never go away," and that the question everyone should ask of themselves is, "Do I have the courage
to do what I think is right?" she
said, addressing the difficulty
of calling out one's peers. John
Kalin '14, a member of MAAV,
said, "In MAAV we preach a lot
about the language we use." Kalin

acknowledged that students must
be aware that using terms like
"pussy" and "slut" makes them
complicit in a culture of violence
and sexism.
Comments also looked to how
administrators can start these conversations and firmly set down
the College's community standards and uphold them. Diana
Sunder '13 asked why a notice
can't be sent out that does not
violate privacy yet still alerts the
community that an incident has
been reported and that violence
of any kind on campus will not be
tolerated. Another student commented, "It would be nice to see
from the top [of the administration] that these things will not be
tolerated on our
campus." To this,
Vice President for
Academic Affairs
and Dean of Faculty Lori Kletzer
came forward and
said, "you have
my absolute commitment to be a
Letourneau part of this conClass of 2013
versation for as
long as need be.
Another
stu" ' ." '
dent brought up
the positive response of administrators at Bowdoin College and
Williams College to events of violence on their campuses. Cosme
Del Rosario-Bell '12 asked what
sort of incident would need to
happen at the College "to warrant
such a heartfelt response from a
high level administrator" as the
president of the College. Terhune
said, "I can 't speak to Bowdoin 's
policies because I am not informed
about how things work there."
Annie Chen *12 remarked further that "it 's important that we're
not just discussing online [via theCommunity Digest of Civil Discourse or Official Notices] or in paper, but in person." Other students
echoed the suggestion to have a
mandated community-wide meeting to get every student involved
in the discussion. Hannah DeAngelis '12 also spoke to continuing
the conversation and our education
in the context of classroom discussion by "bringing our lives into the
classroom.. .that crossover is really
important," she said.
As the forum came to a close,
Howard said, "There 's going
to be more of these community
gatherings." Arellano took suggestions for the focus of the next
discussion, which included athletics and campus culture, the Student Programming Board (SPB)
and weekend culture, and consent
and respect. The date of the next
forum is not yet determined.

We all need to
remember that
we share this
space.

Waterville, Maine

Exit 127
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Email: info@cmautogroup.net
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Students join Tar Sands protest Shame-free
Friedman
Sk from the
Hill travelto
DC event

on consent
and norms
ByRUMBIDZAlGONDO

BySARAH BARRESE
NEWS STAFF

Eager to advocate for the
welfare of our environment ,
six students from the College
traveled to Washington , D-C.
on Sunday, Nov. 6, to join Tar
Sands Action in protesting
the Keystone XL pipeline.
Erin Love '14 , Christopher
Abbot *15 , Alice Hotopp '15 ,
Kyle Lauritta-Bonometti '15 ,
Caroline Lauth *15 and Matt
Lipman '15 joined more than
10,000 protesters encircling
the White House in order to
send a clear message about
their disapproval of the Big
Oil movement.
The Keystone XL pipeline is a 1700-mile pipeline
proposed by TransCanada
that would run from the tar
sands in Canada to oil refineries in Texas. Tar Sands
Action is an organization
fighting to convince President Barack Obama that the
damage the pipeline would
cause to the environment far
outweighs the conveniences
it could provide. Each day,
the pipeline would transport
nearly one billion barrels of
oil in its crudest form across
the American heartland , and
the possibilities of internal
pipeline corrosion and underground oil spills are a
large concern.
In describing the damage
the tar sand oil could cause to
the environment , Love said ,
"On the most basic level [tar

NEWS STAFF

Activist and author Jaclyn
Friedman, introduced by Gender
and Sexuality Resource Officer
Berol Dewdney * 13 as a "feminist
rockstar," addressed an overflowing room of students on Monday,
Nov. 14 in the Ostrove Auditorium in the Diamond Building.
Friedman is the author of
What You Really Really Want
The Smart Girl 's Shame-Free
Guide to Sex & Safety and coeditor of Yes Means Yes: Visions
of Female Sexual Power and
a World Without Rape. Friedman has been featured in media
outlets such as CNN and The
Washington Post addressing isCHRIS KASPfWVTHE COLBY ECHO
sues of feminism and sexuality
Students use green body paint to protest the Keystone XL Pipeline during an on-campus demonstration on Nov. 11.
in society.
amazing group of people
Friedman's talk, "What You Resands oil is] a mixture of bitu- alternative energies. "
The six students from the have been working against ally Really Want: How to Pursue a
men , sand , water and clay, but
the refining process is incred- Hill spent all night Saturday, the pipeline for a long time ," Safe, Satisfying Sexuality at Colby and Beyond," was very timely.
ibly inefficient energy-wise, Nov. 5, and Sunday, Nov. 6, Abbot slid.
The protest resulted in suc- The College is currently, through
wastes water and produces a on a bus in order to spend
Sunday afternoon in protest cess , compelling politicians different avenues, engaged in dislot of carbon emissions."
Knowing that the Obama around the White House. "It to step back and reexamine course over events on campus suradministration and State De- was so cool because people the issues tied to the Key- rounding sexual assault, gender
partment were considering came from all over to support stone XL pipeline. President identity and self-image.
Over the past several weeks
the approval of the pipeline a cause that 's at the intersec- Obama sent the proposal back
proposition, these students , tion of environmental and hu- to the State Department last there has been much talk on the
along with countless envi- manitarian issues ," Love said- Thursday, Nov. 10 for a thor- "hook-up culture" at the College,
with some students noting that
ronmentally-aware
citizens
Speakers at the protest ral- ough revision.
Lauth said , "While it 's not the mixture of alcohol and casual
from across the nation , acted lied the audience at around
to prevent what they saw as 1:30 p.m. and emerged with a complete victory, since he sex can blur the line between
a threat to the health of our a giant fake pipeline held didn 't outright deny the permit sex and sexual assault. Friedman
planet and its inhabitants. "I aloft by the protestors encir- for the pipeline , it 's looking acknowledged that hooking-up
realized recently that the time cling the White House , form- increasingly like the pipeline means different things to differto act is now," Abbot said. ing a ring that was "in some will not be built. " Many ana- ent people and that alcohol has
"The thing that scares me is places.. .one person deep, lysts have expressed similar the power to impair the judgment
According to of the parties involved.
that if we opened the pipeline in some...six people deep, " sentiments.
However, Friedman brought
up, there would be more oil Love said. "It 's gaining more Love, "This was the largest
here and no reason to turn to attention now , but this whole environmental protest in D.C. the audiences ' attention to a psychological study published by
the Guttmacher Institute, which
j reported that students who had
casual sex—a.k.a hooked up—
tables as Elie Wiesel ," accord- Joseph "Yossi" Roisman said. As meets once a year to nominate I and those who had sex within
ing to the College 's Jewish for the lecturer, he said, "It could speaker candidates and to vote committed relationships didn 't
be an author, a historian, an ac- on the final selection. The com- have significant differences in
studies website.
tivist...so it's mittee includes faculty and stu- academic performance or menBernard
H.
dents from Hillel. The vote to tal and emotional health. The
'31,
pretty broad."
Lipman
invite Foer to the College was hook-up culture itself is not the
Previous
chief
founder,
crux of the issue, she believes,
lecturers have unanimous, Roisman said.
executive
of"He is not just a fiction au- so much as one 's own conduct
included
Isficer and presiraeli historian thor....He is more than just within that culture.
dent of Lipman
The method Friedman encourTom
Segev stjmeone who is ensconced in
Bros. Inc., now
in 2010 with his study, writing books. He aged to prevent sexual assault
and
deceased,
within
the framework of the
his speech en- tries to be a social activist and
his wife Thelma,
titled , "Simon I find it commendable," Rois- hook-up culture is "enthusiasestablished
the
tic consent," a phrase Friedman
W i e s e n t h a l , man said.
Lipman Library
Eating Animals, one of Foer 's coined. There is no consent withNazi Hunter:
Fund in 1996 for
The Man who more recent books, is a work of out communication, so in any
purchasing maRefused
to nonfiction "rethinking the notion situation—drunk or sober, casual
terials for Jewish
Forget," and of eating meat," Roisman said. or committed—sexual partners
studies, also enthe Brandeis "Eating Animals explores the need to be aware and in agreedowing the lecUniversity Jo- many stories we use to justify ment with whatever is happenture series with
the Lipman Lecseph H. and our eating habits—folklore and ing. This means talking to your
Belle R. Braun pop culture , family traditions partner before making assumpture Fund.
Professor
of and national myth, apparent facts tions, Friedman said.
"[The lecture]
Friedman addressed further
Jew- and inherent fictions—and how
has to be related
Joseph Roisman American
ish
History such tales can lull is into a bru- how to evaluate consent when eito something to
Professor of Classics
ther
one or both parties involved
tal
forgetting,"
according
to
his
Jonathan
Sarna
do with Jewish
have been drinking. "If you find
in 2007 with website eatinganimals.com.
culture , civilizaFoer will speak in the Os- yourself asking the question,
his speech ention, history, Jewish people.. .Jewish life in Amer- titled , "The Future of the Ameri- trove Auditorium in the Dia- 'She is five-foot-two and has
ica, in Israel , diaspora , Jewish can Jew: American Judaism in the mond Building on Nov. 16 at 7 had three glasses of wine, is she
p.m. The event is free and open too drunk to consent?* then there
language," Professor of Classics 21st Century."
is a problem," Friedman said.
The
Lipman
committee to the public.
and Lipman committee member
"That is a * rapey ' question!" One

Foer to lecture on faith and literature
By LAUREN FIORELLI
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

On Wednesday, Nov. 16,
author Jonathan Safran Foer,
this year 's Lipman lecturer, will deliver his speech ,
"When Jews laugh at things
that aren 't funny," in which
Foer will discuss "faith , its
role in his life and its impact
on his literary career," according to the Henry Walker
Agency 's speaker listings.
Foer is well renowned for
his two novels Everything is
Illuminated , which was made
into a motion picture with
Elijah Wood , and Extremely
Loud and Incredibly Close ,
which exp lores 9/11 through
the eyes of nine-year-old Oskar Schell.
Over the years, the Lipman
lecture, sponsored by the Jewish studies program and endowed by the Lipman family,
has "[explored] subjects as diverse as the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict and Jews in rock-androll , and has featured such no-

[Foer] is more
than just
someone who
is ensconced
in his study,
writing books.
He tries to be
a social
activist and I
find it
commendable.

The inside scoop on Outside Colby
ByMICHAELAPEMBROKE
NEWS STAFF

At the end of January last year,
Ben Wexler-Waite '14 came up
with the idea to increase political
discourse on campus by starting
Outside Colby, a student magazine focused specifically on topical political issues.
Wexler-Waite's
magazine,
sponsored by the Goldfarb Center
for Public Affairs and Civic Engagement, released its third issue
last week on Nov. 1. It was the
first issue this year and contained
contributions from several student writers and editors.
Wexler-Waite , a government
major minoring in philosophy
and Italian , said , "1 thought that
having a magazine with opinion
pieces by members of the student body would be a great way
to get peop le mteiested [in politics]. " Wexler-Waite solicited
the help of Yana Mayayeva '14,

a government and American from classes and existing student
studies double major , to help groups, who he perceived as informed and knowlput his idea into
edgeable about poaction. Mayayelitical affairs.
va hel ped htm
Currently, Outedit the first isside Colby is in
sue, which came
the process of
out in March
turning to SGA
2011. Mayayeva
to gel sustained,
is now the assislong-term
fundtant editor of the
ing. Wexler-Waite
magazine.
said, "We want to
Wexler-Waite
turned
to
the
expand and work
to the point where
Goldfarb Center
we are on the same
for support for his
level as the Echo
magazine idea in
January 2011 and
in terms of audiYana Mayayeva ence size. We hope
gauged the interest
Outside Colby Assistant to increase readerof potential student
Manager ship and contribuwriters at the club
tion, both at Colby
fair held in the beand in the Waterginning of February. Wexler-Waite
ville community,
compiled a solid base of strong by distributing to places in town
candidates not only using the list like Jorgensen 's and Selah Tea."
Mayayeva added. "We want
of names from the club fair, in addition to soliciting people he knew to get to a point where everyone

We want to
get to a point
where
everyone
feels like they
can reach
out to us and
contribute.

feels like they can reach out to us
and contribute. We really want
people to respond to what they
read and have a greater understanding of certain issues."
For this installment, the editors
wanted to revamp the magazine's
structure, so they created tour main
sections: International, Domestic,
2012 Election and Maine Politics.
"We want to reach as diverse
an audience as possible, WexlerWaite said. "It 's really important that people are as informed
and knowledgeable as possible
when the country and the world
are facing so many complex
challenges." The nine-person
staff meets regularly. The section editors rely on staff writers.
"A greater portion of the magazine relies on contributing writers ," Wexler-Waite said.
Mayayeva and Wexler-Waite
stressed that all members of
the College community should
feel welcome to contribute to
the magazine.

should not be considering "what
they can get away with" in sex,
she said. It is this initial lack of
responsibility for oneself and for
one another that can lead events
to spiral out of control. If there
is any uncertainty as to whether
one is too drunk to obtain consent or their partner is too drunk
to give consent, then the pair
should not proceed any further.
"Rape has nothing to do with
sex," Friedman said. "It has more
to do with the power derived by
this perverse act than actual sexual pleasure, if any. The very culture of violence has much to do
with how we deal with our sexuality." The culture of violence,
Friedman explained, partly derives from the commodification
of sex. If we view sex as a commodity and not as a creative and
personal interaction, then sex
becomes an object to be taken,
either by choice or by violence.
The sexualization of bodies in
the media encourages the cornmodification of sex and, in turn,
sexual violence. The American
Psychological
Association 's
definition of sexualization is
when a person 's value comes
only from his or her sexual appeal or behavior to the exclusion
of other characteristics.
This definition led Friedman
to a deconstruction of the myth
of the perfect victim. Friedman
indicated many cases in which
someone accused of sexual assault had faced no consequences
on the account that the female
bringing the case of sexual abuse
had put herself in a vulnerable
situation. This argument brings
blame to the victim of assault.
Friedman went on further to
expose the stereotypes society
has of women which might provoke this blame or not. Friedman displayed images of celebrities in American popular
culture and asked the audience
who might provoke more blame
in society if they reported being
. assaulted. Choosing between
Taylor Swift and Rihanna, the
audience replied that Swift, as
a cultural symbol of innocence
and purity, would get the most
sympathy whereas Rihanna,
pictured in a racy black and red
outfit , would provoke people
to assume that she must have
done something to ask for it in
some way. Friedman used this
example as an exhibition of
the "virgin-whore dichotomy,"
explaining that different races,
body-types and economic statuses provoke certain sexual
stereotypes, largely ingrained
in us by the media.
Students referenced Friedman 's talk during the open
forum on sexual assault that
took place on Tuesday, Nov.
15 in Page Commons. The forum was potentially the first of
many events like it. "We envision an ongoing dialogue over
several sessions that will help
us all come to a better understanding of this very complex
topic and of the profound impact it has on us as individuals
and on our community," Vice
President of Student Affairs
and Dean of Students James
Terhune said in an official notice to the campus community.

ONLINE THIS WEEK
Molly Jackel covers the monthly
"Wednesday Women's Teas," during
which members of the
College community gather to discuss
ongoing campus issues.
Kylie VanBuren reports on Benjamin
Moodie's lecture, "The Sociological Truth
of Fiction." Moodie spoke at the College
on Wednesday, Nov. 9.

FEATURES

Sodexo chefs revamp dining hall menus

COURTESY OF DEBBIE KNESE

The regional chefs who visited campus are hoping to include more vegan and vegetarian dining hall options
By ESTHER KING
NEWS STAFF

Last Tuesday. Nov. 8, five regional Sodexo chefs visited the
College 10 experiment with new
vegan and vegetarian reci pes in
order to give the students a taste
of what wfll be on the new and
improved menu in the coming
spring semester.
"We"\e really been putting our
heads to the grindstone o\er the
past two years to come up with
these creative recipes." District
Executive Chef of Colby College
Wendy Benney said. "Our goal was
to build 100 new recipes for all of
[the Sodexo chefs] to use in our

various schools. They'll hopefully
get integrated into the spring menu
and we 'll keep building on that so
that n doesn ' t become stagnant or
boring and so that we can w ork
with seasonal ingredients."
"It 's fun to learn from each
other and see how others present
their food ." Gary Symolon, senior
executive chef at Babson College,
said. "It 's good to get a different
perspective—we can all learn
something new ."
Denis Gagne. executive chef at
Clark University, agreed. "We're
usuall y more involved in day-today operations so it 's great to get
back in touch w ith the creative side
of our job ." Gagne said.
The focus on vegan and vege-

tarian food is part of the College's
effort to offer healthier food
choices, and to better accommodate students with allergies and
dietary restrictions.
"Everyone can eat food that is
gluten free, and it's actually healthier." Regional Nutrition Manager
Danielle Shargorodsky said. "I'm
working with the chefs here to
make sure that our new recipes are
meeting our health and wellness
goals. We're seeing what we can do
to make student favorites healthier—like using whole grain pasta
and vegetables in our macaroni and
cheese, for example."
Benney has also been adapting
many existing recipes to create
healthier dishes. "We're approach-

ing it from a nutritional aspect,"
Benney said. "We're eliminating fats we don't need, making
sure there are complementary
proteins with every meal and using natural gluten-free thickeners
like cornstarch and flaxseed in our
sauces—this accommodates allergies and actually has great health
benefits too."
Another goal for the upcoming
semester is to add variety to the
grain and vegetable selection in the
dining halls. "We're really looking
to think outside the box," Benney
said. "We want to represent different cultures in the spices and ingredients we use and expose kids to
different types of food and w ays to
create healthy plates that meet nutrition criteria."
The chefs are committed to
making vegan and vegetarian food
more accessible and more appealing to students who might not otherwise pick up a plate of tofu in the
dining hall.
"Vegan food is sexy," Benney
said, only half-jokingiy. "It looks
really good on the plate and there
are so many interesting colors, textures and tastes to play with. We've
been very successful in the past and
1 really think Colby is the perfect
setting to push creative and healthy
food choices. The students' willingness to try these different foods really helps us."
A spiced braised vegetable and
bean flatbread WTap with marinated cabbage, roasted potato
and toasted herb wheat pizza, and
stuffed portobella mushrooms
with chickpeas and roasted tomatoes were just a few of the dishes
that the team introduced to the dinner menu on Thursday evening at

S

Roberts Dining Halt.
Overall the feedback was very
positive. One male student, who
stated that he did not normally
choose vegan and vegetarian dishes, stopped at the Roberts Dining
Hall entrance to sample the tofu pad
Thai and spicy eggplant in cashew
sauce; he enjoyed it so much that he

It was great
to see that
students
were very
receptive to
our health
and wellness
initiatives.
Danielle Shargorodsky
Regional Nutrition
Manager

came back a few minutes later, this
time to ask whether he could have
the dish for his main meal.
"We of course gave him a big
plateful," Shargorodsky said. "It
was exciting to see how these
innovative dishes appealed not
only to the vegan and vegetarian population , but to the whole
campus community."
In an effort to promote healthy
eating habits in a college setting,
Shargorodsky also took the oppor-
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This image, featured on "Aft 1 Fresh Maine s' " website, describes the processby which products are distributed in Maine

Juniors launch "My Fresh Maine "
By CATE DONOVAN
NEWS STAFF

"The idea just popped into
my head ." My Fresh Maine CoFounder Danny Garin * 13 said.
"Why should people have to travel to Maine to eat Maine produce ,
Maine jams or Maine syrups 9"
According to Co-Founder
Marcus Josefsson 13, My Fresh
Maine is "a store without bricks
and mortar. " Customers can shop
the online farmers ' market and
place orders with any of the participating \endors. Shipments
are usually delivered the next
day, providing a convenient way
to acquire freshly produced artisan goods.
The duo came up with the idea
this past February in the Treworgy
lounge. "The irulh is that I probably watched The Social Network
one too many times with Marcus
right around the time that the Hntrepreneurial Alliance at Colby
was starting up," Garin said.
They eventually realized that
there was a need for a way to
buy fresh foods online that would
be simple for both the customer
and the farmer. "A farmer mat's
already spending 16 to 18 hours
in the fields doesn 't have time to
manage their web presence ," Josefsson said.
The duo recruited their third
partner, Noah VanValkenburg
' 13. who offered his web skills to
the start-up process, and entered
the College 's Entrepreneurial Alliance competition , where they

won a SI0 .000 grant to make My
Fresh Maine a reality.
According to Josefsson , the Alliance was instrumental in developing the idea. "We did a bunch
of w orkshops and presentations
on everything you could think of
with siartmg a business and writ-

In the long
run, though,
the partners
hope to
expand to
other states.

ing a business plan ." he said. For
the trio, guidance from Roger
Woolsej and Erica Humphrey in
the Career Center and Mark Johnson *96 has been invaluable to the
process of launching and managing the site.
The idea behind the concept is
simplicity: "A customer orders
from our website, and we send
the purchase order to the farmer
or artisan , who then packages
the good from their proprietary
location and ships it out from
there ," Garin said. "We ensure
that the process is as easy as it
can be for the farmer or artisan
by providing packaging materi-

als , instructions for packaging
and shipping labels."
Since the launch this past June ,
the website has partnered with
around 12 vendors and will add
15 more in the next two weeks.
While the co-founders haven 't
purchased advertising, the site
has been featured on Living Social and Groupon , where they
sold almost 300 coupons to be
redeemed on the website.
But running a successful company while balancing schoolwork
can be difficult. "I definitely sleep
less than 1 would if I didn 't have
it ." Josefsson said. But according to Garin , the support from the
College and from the Kennebec
Valley Entrepreneurial Network
makes the undertaking "not as
hard as it is at [a larger school]
where you 're really on your own
and there 's very little support."
The co-founders hope to expand the company within Maine
in the near future. "Right now
we are focusing on Maine—there
are hundreds , if not thousands, of
people that we could sell products
for just in Maine ," Josefsson said.
The site attracts customers from
other states, as it ships products
to places as far as New York City.
In the long run , though , the
partners hope to expand to other
states. "One of the reasons we
are so excited about the business
model is that it is very scalable,"
Garin said. "We want to take advantage of the notion that each
region has a specialty product:
My Fresh California, My Fresh
Florida , etc."

W

tunity to share her Guide to Eating
Healthy On-Campus with students
as they entered the dining hall.
"The new nutrition booklet is
all about teaching students to navigate the dining hall, build healthy
plates and moderate their portion
sizes," she said. "Coming from
home into an 'all you can eat ' environment is difficult for a lot of
students. With the stress, the late
night snacking and the fact that
Mom is not around, it's harder to
make healthy choices."
With the dining halls broadening their selection of vegan and
vegetarian dishes and altering
favorite recipes for added health
benefits, making healthier choices
will become easier. The goal is
also to promote the idea that an
"all you can eat environment" is
a great opportunity to broaden
your horizons, try new foods and
get creative with your food in a
healthy way.
A free copy of the Guide to
Eating Healthy On-Campus is
available to download online, and
Shargorodsky encourages students
to contact her anytime via phone,
e-mail or Facebook or to talk to
the nutrition consultant on campus,
Caroline Mathes, if they have any
nutrition questions, concerns or
ideas they'd like to address.
"I was very happy with this
event and thought it was a success," Shargorodsky said. "It was
great to see that students were very
receptive to our health and wellness initiatives."
"This has been a learning experience for us as well—this business
is never boring," Benney said. "We
think students will be blown away
by the new food."
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Raw Bar ~ Grill
Lounge
Sample menu
RAW BAR
OYSTERS ON THE HALF SHELL
LITTLE NECK CLAMS
APPETIZERS
OYSTERS ROCKEFELLER
MAINE CRAB CAKES
P.E.I. MUSSLES
PAN SEARED YELLOW FIN TUNA

EtLTREES
BERMUDA ONION CRUSTED YELLOW FIN TUNA
PANKO CRUSTED LOBSTER CUTLETS
CARMELIZED DIVER SEA SCALLOPS
MAINE CRAB STUFFED HADDOCK
CHIPOTLE GRILLED COLLOSSAL SHRIMP
MAPLE GLAZED CEDAR PLANK SALMON
SEAFOOD PAELLA
ROSEMARY MARINATED RACK OF LAMB
CHAR~GRILLED PRIME NY STRIP
ANGEL HAIR PASTA PANCAKES
SPINACH & ROASTED TOMATO STUFFED PORTABELLAS
All Items Listed On This Menu Are Fresh, Never Frozen, Locally Procured
When Possible From Maine Farmers & Fishermen. Enjoy!
AMAZING FARE... PLEASING ATMOSPHERE... CORRECT SERVICE...
TRENDY AND BEAUTIFUL LOUNGE
18 BELOW
RAW BAR~GRILL~LOUNGE
18 SILVER STREET WATERVILLE
TUESDAY ~ SUNDAY 4PM~1AM
THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY, DRESS CASUALLY

Alumna's magazine cover story hits it big
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

Here on the Hill, where women
represent a slight majority of the
student body, some already sense
the disparity between the sexes
in terms of the dating pool. But
in today's world, where women
are outperforming men more and
more in education and career advancement, singlehood for women is more common than ever.
This trend is one that Kate Bolick '95 explores deeply in her article "All the Single Ladies," the
November cover story of The Atlantic. Using herself as an example,
Bolick examines the gender gap
in marriage and the increased frequency of single women on both a
national and international scale.
"The Atlantic asked me to write
the article," Bolick said. "They
wanted me to examine the worsening possibilities for men and
bettering for women and what this
means for dating and marriage."
Bolick, who currently works as
a freelance writer, picked up the
assignment but quickly doubled
its length—the article came in at
a whopping 13,000 words and
grew into the cover story that it
currently is.
"I went into it cold and had
six to seven weeks to write the
article. 1 had to figure out which
experts to talk to and figure out
where I wanted to go [with the article]. I looked at economists, historians, psychologists, and then
had to figure out who are quacks
and who are real experts to figure
out who's the best to interview,"
Bolick said.
To write the piece, Bolick did
a lot of ground reporting in order
to determine how to illustrate the
ideas she had been trying to wrap
her head around. This included
four separate trips to California,
Pennsylvania, Brookline, Mass.
and Amsterdam to meet with various experts as well as real people.

But what really brings the student at Colby. An American
piece to life is Bolick's ability to studies major with a creative
relate to her material. "I wanted writing minor in poetry, Bolto personalize the material and ick thought she'd be a poet after
choose which of my own ideas leaving the Hill. But after school
and experiences to fold in," she ended, she got a job at The Atlansaid. "I've done it before, and I tic as an assistant, back when the
don 't find it to be very personal; magazine was still located in Bosjust using some facts doesn 't ton. As her job grew to include infeel at all revealing, so it 's odd terviews and Q&As with authors,
to have the reaction so strong to ' Bolick realized that she "wanted
the personal part [of the article]." to do more essay writing, not
Using her personal experi- journalism per se."
ences in the dating world doesn't
Later she attended New York
faze Bolick. "I was using myself University (NYU) on a scholaras an example to illustrate these ship for a cultural criticism graduate program where she focused
on literary criticism and essay
writing. While she was at NYU,
she began writing for publications
such as The New York Times,
Vogue and The Boston Globe before exploring her options as a
freelance writer.
Bolick temporarily ended her
freelancing streak to become an
editor of domino, an interior
design women 's magazine. "I'd
been writing as a freelancer,
and this was not at all in line
with what I'd been doing," she
said. The glossy, consumerdriven magazine was a product
of Conde Nast Publications and
ran for four years, but the magazine folded three years ago
due to the recession.
Since then, Bolick has returned to freelancing for publicaideas—1 was a character in my tions such as Slate and The Wall
own story."
Street Journal , as well as operatThe response to Bolick's piece ing as the culture editor for Vehas been great, albeit very un- randa magazine.
expected. Since the story's pubThe growth that Bolick has
lication, Bolick has made six experienced since leaving the
television appearances, spoke for College shows that students
several radio shows and is sched- don 't have to limit themselves
uled for a few public talks. Most to what they studied on the Hilt
notably, Sony created a television when applying for jobs after
series option for Bolick's story. graduation. "I was so obsessed
"It's something people want to with poetry that I did nothing retalk about, a conversation people ally writing-oriented at Colby,"
want to have," Bolick said.
Bolick confessed.
But before Bolick was ever
Instead , Bolick picked up
publishing cover stories for New most of her journalistic knowlYork City magazines, she was a edge at her first job at The Atlan-

and Cornelia V. Gibson Professor of History, Emeritus.
"He shaped my enthusiasm
and made me start thinking
about American culture both
in the modem day and through
a historical lens," Bolick said.
"Which is a very natural, exciting and important thing to me."
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COURTESY OF KATE BOUCK

Kate Bolick s photo was featured on the November cover o/TheAtlantic, her article "All the Single Ladies " has
become one of the most read articles on the magazine s website, which has launched Bolick into the spotlight.

Bowdoin student launches blog,
engages all the NESCAC schools
"In the Vac " blog
f aces praise and
some controversy
By DEVIN O'BRIEN
NEWS STAFF

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

If the shorter days and colder weather have you down, you may be experiencing Seasonal Affective Disorder.
Additionally, a recent psychology study found that 13
percent of college students in
northern New England displayed
Think back on your day: did symptoms of SAD.
Since life on the Hill seems to
you oversleep and miss your first
class? Did you eat three dough- get colder and darker with each
nuts in Roberts Dining Hall last passing day, it is important to
Thursday? Did you skip out on get the facts: depression , hopethe gym because you decided lessness, loss of energy, social
withdrawal, oversleeping, loss of
you were "too tired" to go?
If you answered "yes" to any interest in activities you once enof those questions, you may be joyed , appetite changes, cravings
affected by Seasonal Affective for foods high in carbohydrates
Disorder (SAD). But you're and difficulty concentrating are
surely not the only one; as the all tell-tale signs of SAD.
However, one unproducdays get shorter, it seems as if
our whole campus is ridden with tive and lethargic day in the
gloomy months of winter does
this affliction.
SAD is a condition in which not constitute a diagnosis
depression and other mood al- of SAD. It 's normal to have
tering symptoms result from the some days when you feel down
change in season. It is most com- and eat half a Dana pizza; but
monly associated with the winter if you feel down for days at a
months, when sunlight decreases time and don 't seem to care for
and the cold gloomy days set in, activities you once enjoyed ,
but there are also people who are these might be signs of SAD.
affected by SAD in the summer Other red flags include a major shift in sleep patterns and
and spring months.
Individuals affected by SAD a reliance on drugs or alcohol
include adults, teens and even for comfort.
If these feelings seem fachildren. It is estimated that six
in every 100 people experience miliar, it is important to seek
SAD and that the rates of SAD help—there are things you can
in the United States are seven do. Make an appointment at the
times higher among people in Garrison-Foster Health Center
New Hampshire than in Flor- to consult with a physician to be
ida, a finding that suggests that diagnosed.
With the right diagnosis, there
the further people live from the
equator, the more likely they are are many ways to treat SAD,
most commonly through light
to develop SAD.
By STUDENT HEALTHON
CAMPUS

self, a passion she has fostered
since her time at the College.
But she has not forgotten her
time on the Hill. "I have very
positive memories of friends
and interesting people ," she
said. She is especially grateful
for the time spent with retired
Professor Richard Moss, John J.

Using herself
as an example,
Bolick
examines
the gender
gap in
marriage and
the increased
frequency
of single
women.

Fighting winter blues
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tic. "It required research, editing
and gave me the rudimentary
skills of journalism ," she said.
"Writing, editing, being succinct—at first I didn 't feel confident , but I wrote a lot and figured out what I wanted to do."
Through writing, Bolick found
that she was able to express her-

therapy. Light boxes range anywhere from 50 to 100 dollars and
are often covered by medical insurance.
Bright light therapy from light
boxes can often help you feel
better within a week. You might
be skeptical that sitting under a
lamp for half an hour can really
heal such debilitating symptoms,
but it 's not a hoax. Blood levels
of the light-sensitive hormone
melatonin , which may be abnormally high at certain times of
day, are rapidly reduced by light
exposure. The light can alter the
body 's internal clock, which controls daily rhythms of body temperature, hormone secretion and
sleep patterns.
Another treatment option
can include counseling. Antidepressants have been found to
be effective in serious cases. The
counseling services offered on
campus at the Health Center are
free , and you can schedule an appointment under the Counseling
tab on the myColby portal.
By no means do you have to
be diagnosed with SAD to talk
to a counselor. Even if you are
just having the occasional winter blues, the counselors here are
available to provide support and
advice. So enjoy this chilly December, and instead of pressing
snooze for the sixth time , know
that feeling down in winter is
normal and there are things you
can do about it.

"In The 'Cac" is a feisty
8-month old addition to the
college blogosphere. It boasts
a steady 600 hits per day, upto-date quips and information
on New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) news with a propensity
for controversy.
The blog is the brainchild of
Daisy Atioto, a junior at Bowdoin
College, who was inspired by a
spirit of unity that she believes
to be common among students in
the NESCAC, a spirit that she encountered immediately upon her
arrival at Bowdoin.
"The *Cac is a sports conference, but it 's also a shared
culture and social experience,"
Alioto said. "Bumping into
someone you don 't want to see
in a dining hall is something we
all can understand."
Alioto was initially reluctant to
put her idea into action because
of a lack of time and knowledge
about computers, but everything
changed for her when she saw
The Social Network for the first
time. "I suddenly got high on the
idea of the Internet and its power
to connect people," Alioto said.
Three long nights cooped up
in her room later, "In the 'Cac "
was born. Alioto 's photograp h
of six post-it notes stuck to her
fireplace reading "The 'Cac" became the iconic background of
her blog. She began following
all 11 NESCAC schools ' newspapers on Twitter to find stories
and started tweeting at anybody
and everybody to get on board
with her movement.
Writers from each of the NE-

SCAC schools have transformed
Alioto's creation into an independently bantering entity that
she is confident will continue to
function when she goes abroad to
Morocco in the spring.
"This has been a social experiment from the beginning, and I
think it 's been successful and will
continue to be while I' m gone,"
Alioto said.
Rob Yee * 12 is part of the staff
that contributes on a weekly basis
to keep the writing dynamic. In

The 'Cac
is a sports
conference,
but it's also
a shared
culture
and social
experience.
Daisy Alioto
"In the "Cac " Creator

the hopes of getting his work out
to a larger audience, he signed up
with "In the 'Cac" when his own
sports blog began to lose steam.
"I just do the sports, but the
blog is mainly a humor thing, "
Yee said.
It 's this sense of humor that has
attracted a multitude of fans and
critics alike over the short course
of the blog's existence.
"The posts are pretty WASPy,
which might be annoying to
some people ," Yee said. "But
everything is done in a satirical
kind of way."
Alioto concedes that the content of her blog is "preppy," but

she describes her sense of humor
as "self-reflective "—something
that often is misunderstood,
"These failed attempts at humor and unoriginal social commentary are unsolicited by the
NESCAC members," one anonymous Bowdoin student said.
"Basically, these peop le don 't
have a sense of humor," Alioto
said. She describes herself as
a "non-drinker" and a "raging
feminist" in response to critics
of what might be seen as the
"overly 'bro-ed' out" content of
her blog.
The NESCAC itself also lashed
out at Alioto when she attempted
to use an artistic rendering of a
chapel on a T-shirt she meant to
sell to promote her blog, claiming that the logo was misusing the
NESCAC "brand."
After consulting an intellectual property lawyer and determining that the chapel is not a trademarked logo, Alioto concluded
that it was within her rights to
use an artistically created inexactitude for what she believes to
be a purpose of unification.
Nonetheless , Alioto removed
the logo from the shirts to maintain good relations with the NESCAC, though she maintains
they handled the situation inappropriately. According to Alioto, NESCAC officials called one
of her writer 's athletic director, rather than contacting him
directly, thus implying that the
writer 's athletic standing would
be compromised if she did not
remove the logo.
Not one to quit , Alioto is unquestioningly passionate about
the NESCAC community and
has garnered the appreciation of
many students and has stuck to
her guns in the face of criticism.
"The blog creates more cohesion than anything," Alioto said.
"We in the NESCAC work hard.
We deserve to make jokes about
ourselves. I wilt carry this blog
forward until it fails, and if it
fails, I want it to fail epically."

SEXUAL ASSAULT ON CAMPUS
ACTIVISTS RESPOND TO SEXUAL ASSAULT ALLEGATIONS
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The latest Occupv Colby event in the Diamond Building became a forum to discuss sexual issues on campus

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

and encouragedstudents
to wrtieabouttheirsemeo^
Studentactiviststapedthisbannerto
mefkxtrof "Puh&Pa\tiion

SGA cancelled f an bus to f ootball game af ter recent allegations
From E-MAILS. Page 1

were suspended for a violation of
team and Athletic Department policies," Zalot said, but she declined
to comment further.

Nov. 11 press release. The press
release, posted on the football
team 's page on the College 's
RESPONSES TO SGA'S
website, described the game
DECISION
against Bowdoin as "annually
After SGA announced that it
the biggest game of the season
for both teams." The game was would cancel the transportation to
also the last for the 17 seniors on the football game, students mobilized to fund their own bus, which
the team.
left from the AlOn
Friday.
fond Apartments
Nov. 11 . Head
at
10:30 a m on
Football
Coach
Saturday.
Ed Mestieri said,
Maloney not"With regard to
ed that SGA's
SGA's decision
decision-making
to cancel the bus.
process was influit 's a decision that
"
enced by the fact
I can respect.
that she and Rouse
but he declined to
had not heard anycomment further
thing from the Athon the situation.
letic Department in
Football capterms of addresstains
Thoming the issue during
as Duffy ' 12 ,
Saturday's game,
Nicholas Kmetz
and this made them
'12 and Connor
uncomfortable.
Walsh '12 could
"We
thought
not be reached
that the players in
for comment.
question
should
At
Whittier
Field in BrunsEd Mestieri not have been practicing
and
should
wick, "there was
Head Football Coach
be benched for the
a lot of energy
game aue 10 me
around tne alumni-parent-student tai Igate... [but] seriousness of the pending allegathe student crowd seemed very tions," Maloney said. "We inforquiet around the sidelines," said mally heard some action was going
Rouse, who attended the game. to be taken on Thursday night, but
"Students were very supportive they were still rumors. It was not
of the team 's effort, but there was confirmed until Friday afternoon."
However, "if we had known
definitely less cheering than I
that there would have been unoffihave seen at other games."
Chenevert noted that three mem- cial actions taken against members
bers of the football team did not of the team beforehand by coaches
play in the game. "Some students and the Athletic Department, we

With
regard to
SGA's
decision
to cancel
the bus ,
it 's a
decision
that I can
respect.

would have kept the buses going,"
Rouse and Maloney said.
Rouse and Maloney emphasized that SGA's decision
stemmed from the nature of the
allegations and was not targeting
the football team as a whole. "The
students and SGA in this situation
are able to act a little bit quicker
[than the administration] in terms
of what we felt we needed to do
morally, ethically here, and that
was cancel the buses, given the
seriousness of what was being accused. Our goal was to take issue
with alleged actions of members
of the football team. The football team in general is not to be
blamed with this ," Rouse said.
"Absolutely not to be blamed ,"
Maloney echoed, emphasizing
that she and Rouse are "explicitly against" students protesting
against the entire football team.
"It 's like any group of people...
and in that group of people you
may have people who make bad
decisions ," Rouse said. "That
doesn 't mean the whole group
is bad. Just because somebody
has a Colby football sweatshirt
on doesn 't mean they should be
getting dirty looks in the library."
Though some students had
p lanned to travel to Saturday 's
game in protest of the silence
surrounding the allegations of
assault . Rouse and Maloney discouraged such actions.
SGA's decision to cancel the
buses has raised concern over
how issues of misconduct should
be handled with regard to other
campus organizations.
According to John Iseman *13 ,
the decision "shows an incredible lack of consideration for the

ramifications of their actions and
an overzealous desire to please
certain outspoken students," as
posted on the Civil Discourse on
Friday, Nov. 11.
Iseman played on the football
team during his first two years on
the Hill before quitting due to injury.
In his post, Iseman cited the
size of the football team—which
is comprised of 69 players, according to the 2011 roster—as one
of the reasons why he did not support SGA's decision. "I find it hard
to believe that all of them were
involved in the wrongdoing that
has resulted in a flurry of rumors
and the cancellation of the support buses," he wrote. "It is more
likely that just a few members of
the team were involved."
Iseman also criticized SGA for
holding "entire organizations accountable for the actions of one
or a few of its members" and for
"punishing" people before the
administration took action.
"I don't see [SGA] as a judicial
body at all. I see them more as a legislative body," Iseman said in an interview with the Echo. "I just think
that they're not qualified to listen to
witness testimony and use discernment and see where the truth really
is and dole out a fair punishment....
(SGA is] not law enforcement,
they're not trained to do that."
Since the bus was an SGAoperated initiative, SGA members
had the right to cancel it, Rouse and
Maloney explained. "In this case,
the bus was a completely separate
decision," Maloney said. "It was
SGA on its own deciding to sponsor the fan bus....This was our
reward [to the team] to show our
support, and we felt like we had

when they arise."
complete control over it."
As stated in his post on the
Iseman also disapproved of SGA
"holding an entire organization re- Discourse, Iseman did not write
sponsible for the actions of a mem- to "defend or support the actions
ber in a setting that is outside that of accused members of the footgroup's normal setting or niche." ball team."
"I don 't know the details
He said, "It wasn't like the football
team did something horrible on the of what happened , but if guys
field or even in the weight room on the team were involved in
or something like that. This was a sexual harassment, then they
student that did something horrible should be punished accordingly," he said. "But
that just so hapI mean , to lay
pened to be on the
it down on the
football team, and
team as a whole
the football team
I think is unfair."
is getting punished
While Iseman
for ft."
has spoken with
Rouse
emsome
of his forr
phasized
that
mer
teammates,
SGA handled the
"even
amongst
situation in this
themselves they're
manner given its
not talking about
severity. "I think
it all that much,"
there are two imhe said. "It's reportant
things
ally hitting them
here that distinhard
They 're
guish this from a
really
bummed
future situation,
because
they're
and that is that
walking
around
these are serious,
wearing their Colserious
allegafootball
gear,
by
tions, and allegaJustin Rouse which they should
tions that allegSGA Coresident
be proud to wear.
edly involve more
but instead they re
than one person,
getting the cold
Rouse said. "If
there were a club or a sports team shoulder from the whole campus."
Despite the mixed feedback
on this campus that was ever accused of doing this, or something from those on the Hill , Rouse and
similar, I think every organiza- Maloney emphasized that SGA is
tion that has worked with them , always receptive to hearing their
and the administration , as well , peers ' viewpoints. "When SGA
needs to consider how that group does something and people are
is viewed on campus. I think it's upset about it, we want them to
always important to have a cam- know that they can always conpus-wide conversation , dialogue tact us and reach out to us and
and debate about these issues talk to us," Rouse said.

Just because
somebody,
has a''Corby
football
sweatshirt
on doesn't
mean they
should be
getting dirty
looks in the
library.

Sexual assault allega tions spark campus-wide cry f or change
From ASSAULT, Page 2

Terhune explained . "If the survivor would say 'I don ' t want to follow through with this in Waterville
courts." then (the policel would
honor that. Likewise , [that 's what]
we do [at Colby]."
If a student chooses to handle his
or her incident on campus, many
different courses of action are available. "One option is to pursue things
through our disciplinary system ."
Terhune said. According to the
Sexual Misconduct pamphlet distributed to students' mailboxes each
year, when an assault is reported.
"The student against whom the allegation is made is notified that an
inquiry is being conducted once
statements have been collected from
the accuser and any witnesses." An
"interim suspension " of the accused
may occur if there is reason to believe "a potential for future harm
exists." Sexual Misconduct Hearings will take place with members
of the College's staff and faculty,
and other students are not present. If
the accused is found guilty after the
Hearing, he or she is subject to sus-

pension or expulsion.
Victims are not required to go
through the disciplinary system.
Some students choose to take no
further action than notifying administration , while others decide
to engage in a mediated conversation with the assailant in the presence of their dean . If the victim
prefers not to face the attacker ,
one party can also be on the telephone during these conversations.
One concern that students who
are under 2) years old have is that
there will be repercussions for
the underage drinking that often
accompanies sexual assault. But
Terhune stressed , "We 're not interested in alcohol offenses in
these instances. People should not
ever hesitate to come forward and
get help if they 're underage and
they 've had something to drink ."
Underreporting of sexual assault
is one of the biggest problems that
the College faces. Nurse Practitioner Lydia Bolduc-Marden said that
only one student has reported an
instance of sexual assault to her this
year "The administration gets criticized for keeping things secret, but
the administration 's hands are tied if

people don 't come forward," Bold- Falkof '12 and Winsor Wesson
uc-Marden said. "A huge reason for '12 met with the Support Center
not reporting is fear of being labeled and said there was talk of bringing
as the one who came forth and got back the College 's sexual assault
hotline.
which
another student in
ended a few years
trouble." Though if
ago. The Supone student comes
port Center used
forward.
others
to hold weekly
may feel comfortdrop-in hours for
able enough to do
the same. Bolducstudents on camMarden said.
pus , during which
victims discussed
In the coming
weeks . Waterville's
their experiences
with a trained
Sexual Assault Cristaff
member.
sis & Support Center will be working
Though few stuwith the Health
dents have utiStudent
lized this resource
Center,
Health on Campus
in the past , SHOC
(SHOC) and the
and the Health
Center discussed
administration
to
the possibility of
offer workshops for
students. According
reinstating such
to Bolduc-Marden .
drop-in hours .
James
Terhune
At
present .
the Support Center
Dean of Students
SHOC's primary
will be promoting
sexual assault advogoal is to create a
cacy, providing bystander training safe space to talk about sexual isand possibly bringing one of their sues . The stories SHOC collected
educators to the Hill.
for the Sex Narratives event are
SHOC Co-Presidents Sarah now on display in Pulver Pavilion.

People
should not
ever hesitate
to come forward and get
help if they're
underage and
they've had
something to
drink.

"The Discourse is a great way to
start a conversation, but when people read these personal stories, it's a
way to talk about this not just electronically," Falkof said. "Because
that 's just text. We need to have real
conversations."
Other campus clubs have become increasingly involved in
the issue as well. Male Athletes
Against Violence (MAAV) President Eric Barthold '12 has been
working with members of his club
to raise awareness about assault.
"We've already made a handout of
a condensed format of the Sexual
Misconduct pamphlet ," Barthold
said , and they passed it out to students last week. "I think there 's a
misunderstanding about what Colby 's policies are.. .so the idea was
to just clear that up."
MAAV works toward the dual
goal of raising awareness for sexual assault and sexual misconduct
on campus, and making it an issue
for men. Each male sports team has
a MAAV "captain" who acts as the
liaison to his team regarding sexual
awareness events on campus.
In Barthold's expenence , both
coaches and teams have been very

supportive of the club. "I mink
that [in light of recent events], the
whole campus is going to come out
of this learning and growing as a
community," he said.
Gender and Sexuality Diversity Resource Officer Berol Dewdney '13 believes that confusion
surrounding sexual misconduct
reflects a "missing baseline of education for members of the community. As a community, we must
educate ourselves and make ourselves accountable to that knowledge and to our values."
The College 's culture breeds
disconnect between students on
campus. "There is a lot of tension, anger and sadness that
polarizes us. It is essential that
we come together as a team ,"
Dewdney explained. Encouraging conversation and closing
gaps between student groups are
the first steps that we can take
toward bettering the campus as
a whole.
"I hope this can be a learning
moment and not just a moment of
reaction ," Dewdney said. "This
is such an opportunity to change
Colby for the better."

Students' experience with sexual assault
Editor 's note: The f o l l o w i n g s t o r i e s are anonymous , and p o t e n t i a l l y identifying details have been obscured to
help p r o t e c t the i d e n t i t i e s of sexual assault s u r v i v o r s .

STUDENT NARRATIVE: UNREPORTED

(STUDENT NARRATIVE: UNREPORTED
She did not feel comfortable
approaching the administration about what happened to
her, mostly because she didn 't
want to live through it again.
The assailant was someone
whom the girl had known previously, and they shared a lot
of mutual friends. The two of
them talked frequently, but it
was nothing serious.
One evening, she drank more
than usual. While out with
friends, she saw him, and he
asked if she'd like to hang out
later. Before she started drinking
that night, she had told him that
she did not want to do anything
sexual. After attending a few par-

ties, she lost track of her friends
in Dana. On her way out, she ran
into the male, and they went back
to her room as planned.
On their way back to Roberts*
Row, the victim blacked out.
The last thing she remembers is
walking in front of Miller, and
then she woke up in her bed. After finding three used condoms
on the floor in the morning, she
confronted him immediately.
"I told you I didn't want to do
anything,'' she said. He became
defensive, saying, "I didn't rape
you." The girl hadn't even used
the word rape. According to him,
she had said that she wanted to
have sex when they returned the

night before.
For a long time, she knew that
something about the incident
wasn't right, but she hesitated to
call it "rape." It wasn't until the
Take Back the Night event that
she began to come to terms with
the assault. She was very opposed to attending the event, and
both she and her friends couldn't
understand why. A few days later, she confessed what had happened to her to a friend , and they
worked through it together.
Eventually, she gathered
the courage to confront her attacker. "You need to know that
wasn't right," she said. "You
can't do that to someone else."

Ii

STUDENTS SPEAK OUT

(STUDENT NARRATIVE: UNREPORTED
She refuses to call herself a
victim—she says she hates that
word. Instead, she is a survivor.
She has survived multiple sexual
assaults, which have set off a
chain reaction of serious eating
disorders and placed this student
in the hospital for emergency
surgery when her throat closed
up from forcing herself to vomit.
In high school, she was in an
abusive relationship. She consented to sex with her boyfriend,
but she said he would force her
to have sex with him even when
she didn't want to. "[Giving]
consent once doesn 't mean you
give consent for anything 'and
everything," she said. At the
time, though, she wasn't sure
what was right or wrong.
Dating him cost her control
of her body, and she tried to
regain it through a very restrictive diet in which she would not
eat any carbohydrates. These
moments were the roots of her
eating disorders, though she did
not realize their
connection until
much later.
Two
months
into her first year
at Colby, she was
at an on-campus
party, which she
said was hosted
by members of
an alleged underground fraternity.
She and her boyfriend had just
broken up, and
she was unsure of
the social codes
in a hookup situation on campus.
i nai nigni, a maie
peer took advantage of her. "I ended up having
sex with him," she said. "But I
never gave consent."
"I didn't tell anyone because I
figured that this was part of the
hookup culture, but I got very angry and kept it inside," she said.
After that experience, she began
purging about once a week. She
said that if given a map of Colby,
she could point out every private
bathroom on campus.
In the winter of that same
year, she was in her bed, completely sober, and around 2
a.m. a drunken male entered
her room and got into bed with
her. It was an accident , she later
learned, but "every fiber of my
being was like 'get the f***
out of my bed,'" she said. "So
I started yelling and yelling."
Even so, it took some time for
him to mobilize. She no longer
felt safe in her own room.
"That's when my eating disorder really accelerated," she said.
"I was like, throwing up after every single meal."
A few months later, her bulimia landed her in the hospital for emergency surgery. Her
throat had closed up, and she
couldn't breathe.

She said she called for a
"cease-fire " with her body and
gave up purging. She did not
get help, but she couldn't keep
throwing up—it could kill her.
The next year, she attended an
off-campusparty and was handed
a glass of punch. About halfway
into the drink, she started feeling
very unsteady. A male student
took the drink from her and told
her not to drink any more punch.
A couple of concerned peers sent
her home. She was told later that
some students had been slipping
painkillers into the girls' drinks
at the party.
She started throwing up again.
With the love and support of
a few close friends on campus,
she pulled herself through the
year. She had to drop an important class for her major because
there was too much else going
on at the time. She said she
began going to counseling services at Colby but that it wasn't
terribly helpful.
It was only at
Take Back the
Night—an event
dedicated to survivors of sexual
assault—where
she broke down
crying and realized she, herself,
was a survivor of
sexual assault.
She is currently studying
abroad and very
happy to report that she has
found a doctor
overseas who is
incredibly bencuciai iu nei iinu
is helping her to
heal. With this doctor, she said
that she's finally been able to
begin working through her eating disorder and her multiple
sexual assaults—and the relationship between the two. She
said she wishes that the College
had provided more avenues of
support and education for her
and that it is shocking to her
that she is getting the help she's
needed so far away from home.
"What Colby- needs to do is
give us a resource center with
doctors who know what to do
about this," she said. "I didn 't
report [my assaults] for two reasons. One, at the time, I didn 't
know that anything was wrong,
and two, 1 didn 't know who to
report to....There's no one approachable to report to," she
said. "Had I known how to and
that what had happened was not
OK, I would have reported."
She said she feels the lack
of a resource center and education on issues of sexual
misconduct are an injustice to
Colby students.
"What scares me the most is
that I don 't know if any of these
people know what they 're doing is wrong," she said.

She was
later told
that some
students
had been
slipping
painkillers
into the girls*
drinks at the
party.

against her, he forced her hands
over her head and removed her
underwear. "You owe me this after last year," he said. Although
she twisted her legs and tried to
close herself off from him, he
managed to force himself inside
of her. The entire
time, she was saying, loudly, NO , t
don't want to."
The two students had been
drinking
that
evening, and after he had been
inside of her
for a minute or
so, he could no
longer support
himself. As he
teetered
over
her, she managed to slip out
from under him.
She grabbed her
dress and jacket
from a chair , but
he stood up before she could
escape. "You can 't leave,"
he said , physically blocking
the door. She started sobbing,
and he eventually let her go.
She haphazardly put her dress
on and le'ft her bra and underwear behind. This incident
went unreported.

He forced
her hands
over her
head and
removed her
underwear.
"You owe
me this after
last year,"
he said.

[STUDENT NARRATIVE: REPORTED
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The following student had a bad experience with assault but a
good experience with the administration 's response. At a party, she
confronted a male peer who had acted inappropriately toward her
earlier in the year. During their conversation , he accused her of
spreading rumors about him, to which she replied, "I'm sorry you
feel that way." His response was to stick his hand down her shirt
while they were in the middle of the party 's crowd and tug at the
fabric. One of the male 's friends then unbuckled the belt on her shirt ,
causing it to pop open.
Afterward, the girl felt uncomfortable with the entire situation and
decided to talk to her dean. First, though, she approached her Community Advisor about the protocol for reporting sexual assault cases and
tier rights. She was informed that it was entirely her choice whether or
lot to take action against the perpetrator. Her dean was also "wonderful and very supportive of everything," and she decided to submit a report and provide the male 's name to the Waterville Police Department.
What happened to this student does not legally qualify as sexual assault. Legally, breasts are not considered sexual organs, which the girl
found both interesting and appalling. Colby's policy, however, considers this situation a kind of sexual misconduct.
In the end, she chose to handle the matter herself. Since the male
was an athlete, she approached his captain, who is a member of Male
\thletes Against Violence. She believed that she would lose the chance
to have a conversation with her assailant if the dean contacted him
instead. The team's captain appreciated that she wanted to solve the
problem on a peer-to-peer level, and he started the conversation between her and her assailant.
He was very receptive to her concerns and claimed that he did not
remember what had happened that evening, but he apologized. The
victim feels as though she got the resolution that she needed.

CHRIS KASPftWnTE COLBY ECHO

Carlo Aronsohn '13 voiced her opinion at Nov. 10 s' Occupy Colby 2.0.

STUDENT NARRATIVE: UNREPORTED
She didn't know it was sexual assault at first , just that she didn't like
it and that it didn't feel right. She had been drinking, too, and she had
elected to go back to a stanger 's room. Before leaving, she said to him,
explicitly, "Just so you know, I'm not having sex with you."
It was fun at first, and it seemed that both the boy and the girl were
enjoying themselves. They stripped down to nothing, and he indicated
to her that he wanted her to perform oral sex on him. She said, "No,
I don't want to. I don't even know you." That did not stop the male
athlete from continuing to ask and then pushing her head down to his
groin. She kept stopping, pulling her head up and saying, "I don 't want
to," and he kept forcing her head down. In the process, he tried to enter
iter to have sex without permission and without a condom. She threw
trim off of her, asking if he was serious. She said later she realized how
vulnerable she was in that situation, should he have chosen to ignore
tier yet again.
Eventually, he stopped forcing her head down, and then he ejaculated on her stomach. Though he invited her to stay the night, she declined and went home feeling dirty and used. Before going to bed, she
showered and brushed her teeth several times. She still sees this student on campus, and they do not acknowledge each other. He appears
not to recognize her, but she cannot forget his face.

CAMPUS FORUM ADDRESSES SEXUAL MISCONDUCT
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Dean Terhune s original forum on fraternities became a well-attended discussion regarding sexual assault at the College. Students and fac ulty
members alike were encouraged to ask questions about and propose possible solutions to the student body 's attitude toward sexual misconduct
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STUDENT NARRATIVE: UNREPORTED
She met him at the beginning of their first year at Colby. They
were in the same year, and through mutual friends they got to know
each other well over time.
On a weekend night in the spring, the two ran into each other—
he had just come back from a party with the rest of his athletic
team, and she was upset over a fight with a friend.
She had always been attracted to him, and he was a popular
athlete on campus, so she agreed to go back to his room for
what she believed would be a simple make-out session. She
had hooked up with other male athletes but had never had sex

She met the student , an
older, male athlete , in her first
year at the college. After some
kissing, he invited her back
to his joom , but she declined
and went to find her friends.
He was clearly annoyed, but
she wasn't interested in taking
tnings runner.
During the fall
of her sophomore
year, she encountered him again
at Fall Ball. Once
again, he asked
her to come over,
and she agreed,
already having
decided that she
wouldn 't
have
sex with him. At
this point, the
girl had only had
sex with one person, and she had
never considered
having sex with
someone whom
she wasn't in
love with.
In his room, she willingly gave
him oral sex. Then he started
kissing her forcefully and pulling at her underwear beneath her
dress. She explicitly said, "No, I
don't want to have sex," but he
ignored her. Using his strength

He listened to what she had to
say, but since then she has distanced herself from him. Now,
she feels as though she's lost
that carefree feeling that she
once associated with weekends.
She pays attention to how much
she's drinking to make sure that
something like this doesn 't happen again.
She was upset by some reactions she received when she
shared her story. One of her
friends told her that, because she
was drunk, it was a drunk hookup, and she couldn't call it "rape."
"Stuff like this may happen all
the time," the victim said, "but
that doesn't make it right."

with any of them.
They were in his bed, just making out. She was on top of him
wearing a skirt , and out of nowhere, he penetrated her—no permission was asked, no consent was given. She was sober enough
to say no and fought him off, gathering her things and leaving his
room as quickly as she could.
She didn 't tell many of her friends afterward , and w h e n
she did discuss it , she always ended the story with a small
laugh , t h i n k i n g that this sort of thing must happen all of
the time.
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OPINION
The Silence of Sexual
Assault Survivors: Why We
Need a Resource Center

Missing David Foster Wallace

T

Is it possible to miss someone
you've never met? In the two years
that I* ve been reading David Foster
Wallace—author of the mammoth
novel Infinite Jest , three volumes of
shorter fiction and many works of
journalism and criticism—I ' ve come
to develop a bizarrely personal relaThis week , the Echo interviewed six sexual assault survivors to tell their stories.
N otably, onl> one woman had reported her assault. Several said that they were not tionship with a man who killed himself
before I had even read a page of
sure, at first, whether or not what had happened to them was really sexual assault.
his stuff.
Heather Pratt ' 11 w rote her honors thesis on sexual assault at Colby, and she noticed
My introduction to Wallace mirthisdisiLirbinj: trend, too Why don 't we as a community know what constitutes sexual
rors that of most people our age:
assault? What w e experience on the weekends are not strangers coming in from outthrough a commencement speech he
side of our community to violently rape their victims; it is our friends and acquaindelivered to Kenyon College in 2004.
tances w h o drug and assault their peers. One interviewee said that to her. the scariest
It 's a candid little distillation of
part is thai she believes manj perpetrators do not even know what they are doing is
wrong Not man) peop le would like to consider themselves capable of sexual assault. many of the things that Wallace tackyet if sexual violence is so prevalent on our campus and in our country, our percep- led in more depth in his fiction and
his non-fiction writings: narcissism,
tions and our reality do not line up. and something needs to change.
self-gratification and freedom in the
information age. His authorial voice
In the- Tuesday. Nov. 14 forum on sexual assault held in Page Commons, students
was, and still is , contagious and—as
and faculty a l i k e emphasized the need for a culture change and preventative educais
symptomatic of Wallace—is detion Yes . w e as a community need to provide resources and recourses for sexual
fined by the confluence of several
assault survivors But we also need to create an environment right here on the Hill
ostensibly random and contradictory
w h e r e s e x u a l assault — a n d the misogynist, violent and ignorant culture that perpetuqualities. It is, by turns: self-depreate it — i s unacceptable.
cating, self-absorbed , zany, heartfelt, expressive, digressive, caustic ,
The College needs a gender and sexuality resource center. The Echo is encourhyper-articulate,
colloquial , and , at
aged by Student Government Association Co-President Laura Maloney 's opinion
its best moments, lucid.
**
piece "Our commitment to all forms of diversity, which indicates that there is a
Nowhere was he as lucid as he
good chance that the College will have a Gender and Sexual Diversity Resource
was in his essay, "U p, Simba"—an
program next >ear; we need education on this campus that extends beyond our acaexhaustive, 70-plus page narrative
demia. Our bodies, our health, our safety: these should be our priorities. Without
of his week-long stay with the press
sound m i n d . bod > and soul, how can we learn? We need to provide a voice for those
corps following John McCain durw h o feel silenced. With such a strong sense of activism on campus, this is the time
ing his 2000 presidential campaign.
for change
The first time I read "Up, Simba ,"
afterward I felt lightheaded , disoriented , different. Overwhelmingly, I
—The staff of The Colby Echo
felt clean. This is an odd adjective
to describe one's reaction to a piece
of non-fiction—specifically political non-fiction , which is so often
the most dull , uninspiring, dispiriting non-fiction out there. It 's odd,
too , because Wallace originally
PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF COLBY COLLEGE SINCE 1877
published "Up, Simba " in Rolling
Stone: a magazine known these
days not so much for its cultural
LUSON HRENREICH
OURTNEY EAGER
cache as its hackneyed , lefter-thenEDITORS-IN -CHIEF
left political editorials and pieces.
Wallace was a maximalist postSARAH LYON
LINDSAY PUTNAM
DAREN M CGREGOR
NEWS EDITOR
OP.NION EDITOR
modern writer with a famously exFEATURES EDITOR
haustive reporting style. You might
J. he recent allegations of sexual assault on campus have galvanized campusw ide discussions, i school-sponsored forum and much student activism. From the
man) threads of conversation,one has rung true to us at the Echo, loud and clear. The
Colby community has a problem with silence. Victims of sexual assault are not speaking out . and u iihout words, they are devoid of a voice.
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this: whether [McCain] is truly 'for
real * now depends less on what is
in his heart than on what might be
in yours." In effect, he 's asking the
readershi p of Rolling Stone to make
the difficult and paradoxical choice
of committing oneself to a candidate—any candidate—while totally
aware of the fact that a voter can
only get a highly subjective, publicrelations-crafted image of that candidate , and that the things that make
a good candidate are not necessarily
the things that make a good President. Not the easiest or sexiest point
to make.
Truncated and appropriated for
this article , Wallace's observations
don 't carry the weight they do after two and a half hours spent alone
with a book , in the hands of a writer
whom , like all of us, was burdened

Our commitment to all forms of diversity

ANNIE CHEN

NEWS STAFF

I can't help but
wonder what an
incisive, critical
mind like Wallace's
would make of current politics.

by his flaws, his prejudices and his
subjectivity, but who—unlike most
of us—embraced objectivity in his
writing and in his participation with
the world.
The same sense of scope and
meticulousness that informed his
fiction (especially Infinite Jest)
imbued his non-fiction with a fairminded , panoramic genius. And it
is precisely that genius that I miss
so much. No contemporary public
fi gure has so objectively pointed
out the bullshit and hypocrisy that
make up contemporary American
politics. In times like these , when
the political rhetoric in this country has reached an all-time low of
partisan bickering and needless
vitriol—where you are forced to
choose between a series of ri g id ,
reductive political binaries (Tea
Partier or Socialist , the 99 percent or the one percent , Democrat
or Republican , Obama or Romney,
etc.), I can 't help but wonder what
an incisive , critical mind like Wallace 's would make of the current
political scene.
What would he make of Obama ,
who made for a perfect candidate
but , depressingly, an . ineffectual
politician? How would he make
sense of Occupy Wall Street , with
all of its intentional vagueness,
anti-political politics and hipster
drum circles? What would he have
to say about the current Republican
candidate pool , the most lackluster, laughable gallery of CEOs and
skeezy pizza tycoons that the GOP
has to offer?
I don 't know. Wallace suffered
from clinical depression all his life
and hung himself on Sept 12 , 2008 ,
three days before Lehman Brothers declared bankruptcy and roughly two months before Obama was
elected President. He ducked out
of the world right as the world we
know was coming to fruition. With
his suicide , he has become mythologized , corrrmemorated and—regardless of the vitality of his writingdated. I came of age after he died ,
and now, in November 2011 , with
the economy in the toilet and Europe on fire and the Occupiers making hand signals while the Tea Party kills jobs under the pretense of
saving jobs, I miss the thoughtful,
calm, critical thinking of someone I
didn 't know but have come to miss.
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know him for his most conspicuous
sty listic flourish: footnotes. So why
would Wallace publish an overlong
expose of the media and an assessment of a Republican (McCain)
candidacy—footnotes and all—in a
magazine with limited print space
and an even more limited reputation for political journalism?
"Since you 're reading Rolling
Stone", he wrote, "you 're an American between say 18 and 35, which
demographically makes you a Young
Voter. No generation has ever cared
less about politics and politicians
than yours...partially because no
generation has been marketed and
spun and pitched to as much as today 's demographic Young....there is
a tension between what McCain 's
appeal is and the way that appeal
must be structured and packaged in
order to get him elected , to get you
to buy....Salesman or leader or neither or both , the final paradox is

This week was a tumultuous,
eventful week on campus. The dialogue on sexual assault spurred by
Civil Discourse posts and recent
events emphasizes a current void
at Colby. Student grievances are
numerous: Wh y are more cases of
sexual assaults not being formally
reported? What does that process entail? What services are available for
students who are or have been victims of sexual misconduct? Why is
the administration not acknowledging this important issue?
These grievances are valid and
need to be addressed. The administration planned an open campus forum to confront these issues in the
short term , but these issues stem
from structural problems that need
long-term solutions. For these reasons , and many others , there is a
current committee of students (myself included), faculty and administrators that are outlining a plan for
the "Gender and Sexual Diversity
Resource Program " (GSDR) to be
implemented next year.
As your SGA co-presidents , Justin
and I have made the GSDR Program
one of our priorities for the year. Despite strong support from some sectors of our community, there seems
to be a large part of the student body
that is cautiously in favor, apathetic
or not well-informed enough to make
a decision about the GSDR Program.
It is to you that I am writing this oped in order to clarify and expand on
what a GSDR program would look
like and the reasons why students
should support it.

As developed by the committee , the mission of Colby 's Gender
and Sexual Diversity Program is
to "provide education , support and
advocacy that encourage positive
experiences with respect to gender
and sexuality, that address issues of
sexism , homophobia, sexual harassment and assault , and other forms of
physical and psychological violence
based on gender and/or sexuality,
and that consider the relationship
among gender, sexuality and other
issues and concerns on campus.'* The
program requires a full-time staff director and a central and accessible

Students, faculty
and administrators are outlining a
plan for Gender and
Sexual Diversity.
space that would provide room for
both confidential one-on-one and
group meetings.
But doesn 't Colby already provide
services such as counseling, health
services and advising deans, and
aren 't student leaders in clubs such
as the Brid ge, Feminist Alliance , and
MAAV already dealing with these issues? First of all , Colby does offer
many support services, but the fact
that students frequently cite that the
do not where or to whom to turn is
a fundamental , structural problem.
The director would coordinate the
resources available and help students access what they need.
As for student clubs , students who
are passionate about gender and sexuality issues should enjoy the free-

dom to program and talk about these
issues. It is not their responsibility
to a) be the sole educators or b) provide counseling services. Far too often our student leaders are burdened
with these responsibilities. Health
and well-being issues must be addressed by trained professionals in a
systematic way, not by compassionate students.
For me , the single most compelling reason why we need a GSDR
program lies in the evidence of underreporting of sexual harassment
and assault cases. In Heather Pratt 's
thesis last year (accessible on the
SGA website), she interviewed 11
students who were victims of sexual
assault at Colby. Of the II , only
three reported. Two of the three that
reported state that they could do it
again, they would not have reported. The one student who reported
and was glad she reported was a
case that Heather served as an advocate for and educated the girl on the
processes and procedures.
The GSDR director serves as this
advocate and support students in
the reporting process. This is fundamentally important in order to
encourage students to fight back
against sexual misconduct and to
hel p Colby eradicate this current silent problem on campus.
Check out the SGA website (http://
web.colby.edu/sga) for more information on the development of the
GSD Program . And as always, please
e-mail me at lmaloney@colby.edu ,
or Justin at jcrouse@coIby.edu if
you have any comments, questions
or concerns. Thanks for the constructive dialogue this week on gender
and sexual assault issues on campus,
and we look forward in finding a
permanent , institutionalized and effective mechanism to systematically
address , confront and make progress
on gender and sexual diversity issues
here at Colby.

Art that asks questions

solely the eye or emotions.
In 1968, LeWitt took this notion
to its extreme when he fabricated a
metal cube that he then buried in the
ground. When there is nothing left
to see, all that remains is the idea
of the artwork. LeWitt's approach
to art retains much of its radical
The act of vandalism last week character today. Seven Walls is a
against Seven Walls art display concept created by the artist and exalongside the Colby College Mu- ecuted on the Colby campus by the
seum of Art has grave costs for our H.P. Cummings Construction Comcommunity. This one selfish and pany according to the artist' s writignorant act has seriously damaged, ten instructions.
a work of art entrusted to our care;
LeWitt began making artwork
the artist created it specifically for out of concrete blocks in the midColby and gifted it to the College 1980s and termed these works
in 2001.
"structures." Like Richard Serra 's
Sol LeWitt is a foundational fig- 4-5-6, another major work of pubure in the art movements of Con- lic sculpture on the Colby campus,
ceptualism and Minimalism that Seven Walls takes up the precepts
arose in the 1960s. Conceptual of Minimalism.
With its literal forms, Seven
Walls rejects pictorial or illusionistic space. It engages its viewer
in an interactive relationship as
one negotiates the 12' x 12' walls
set at slig htl y irregular angles to
each other. This is a physical experience. One 's perception of the
piece shifts dramatically with one 's
movement around it. One relates
to the work as an embodied viewer
not merely a set of eyes.
It is not an easy piece: seven
walls simply constructed out of
concrete blocks , it challenges many
fundamental assumptions about
what an artwork can be. Can the
idea for an artwork be conceived
by an artist and executed by others? Can common building blocks
be materials for making art? How
artists advocated for the primacy can rigorously minimalist, abstract
of idea over form in art. The work forms function as a work of art?
of art , according to LeWitt' s 1967 How does one 's perception of art
treatise on Conceptual art, is made change when a work is addressed to
to engage the mind rather than a bodily, rather than a strictly opti-

Museum of Art
director and chief
curator ref lect on
Seven Walls

This selfish and
ignorant act has
seriously
damaged a work of
art that was
entrusted to our
care; it was
created for Colby.

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

Presidential Candidates

cal , experience?
These are some of the questions
that LeWitt's Seven Walls asks us.
That this work of art resides at a liberal arts college—a place where de-

The art we show at
the Museum is not
always safe, not
always what you
like. In fact , I hope
what you see at
the Museum often
challenges you.

bate, risk-taking, and free expression
are part of our shared goals—offers
an opportunity to take up these questions in a broad and thought-provoking context. Yet when expression
takes the form of spray paint on an
artwork, this debate turns destructive
and damages more than just a piece of
art. It damages our collective values
and points to a blatant disrespect and
disregard for our responsibilities as
part of this community.
The art We show at the Museum
is not always safe, riot always what
you expect , not always what you
like. In fact , I hope what you see at
the Museum often challenges you.
Sol LeWitt's Seven Walls is part of
this challenge.
-Sharon Corwin & Carolyn Muzzy
Director and Chief Curator,
Colby College Museum of Art

A series of gut reactions to the
Presidential candidates:
1. 1 don 't know who took Newt
Gingrich's luck y charms, but it' s not
funny anymore. Give them back and
no questions will be asked.
2. Rick Perry has repeatedl y denied being drunk at his zany speech
in New Hampshire (along with some
of his more humorous debate performances). This does not seem to be
working..perhaps he should try being
drunk for his next campaign stop .
3. Jon Huntsman seems to be a stable , reasonable individual with well
thought-out policy positions. The
Republican primary voters are going to rip out his heart and cover his
corpse in their own excrement.
4. Michele Bachmann really needs
to tone down the eyes.
5. Herman Cain recently said the
following: "I' m a man of faith , I had
to do a lot of praying for this one ,
more praying than I'd ever done before in my life. And when I finally
realized that it was God saying that
this is what I needed to do, I was like
Moses. 'You've got the wrong man .
Lord. Are you sure?'" Herman Cain
declined to add if God asked him to
sexually harass four women; we can
assume that this was implied.
6. While I would not vote for Ron
Paul for President , I would certainly
vote to spend a Saturday afternoon
on his front porch , drinking Mrs .
Paul's famous lemonade and hearing
Ron talk about the good old days.

7. I was in Ubeki-beki-beki-bekistan-stan the other day and it's actually a pretty nice place. The hot dogs
are great and the streets are clean
and well-lit. Herman Cain should
consider a visit.
8. Rick Santorum should try to pay
attention when grown-ups are speaking. He might learn something.
9. Barack and I were catching up
the other day and I asked him if he
was worried about any of the Republican candidates. Then we had a
good , long laugh.
10. In the next debate , Mitt Romney could literally walk onto stage,
take a hit of crystal meth from a light
bulb , and beat a small puppy to death
and he would still be the most electable candidate in the Republican
field (disturbing side note: while researching that last sentence , I found
that there is a website with the following urt: www.smokingmeth.net;
something should probably be done
about this).
11. Newt Gingrich may not have
the folksy appeal of Perry, the charisma of Cain or the calm character
of Romney, but he sure is unlikeable.
12. Michele Bachmann 's campaign recently stated that , if elected , she would be the first person
elected President directly from the
House of Representatives since
Abraham Lincoln. That 's nice. If
Chandler Bing were elected , he
would be the first character from
a popular television show elected
president. If a Weed whacker were
elected , it would be the first piece
of lawn maintenance equi pment
elected president.
13. While it may trouble you that
there are really no good options to
vote for next semester, you should
remember that your vote does not
matter at all.

Confronting that question: "Do you feel safe?"

have become a part of a clan that
loves , fights , makes up, laughs and
protects one another. 1 have "family dinner " every Sunday night with
people in my dorm and if I have a
problem , they take it on as their
own. They make me feel safe. Seeing the sp lintering of our larger
family, however, does not.
On Friday morning, I walked
We are letting this issue of
through Pulver on my way to work "who did what" tear us apart , and
and was stopped by a long, bright when that happens , we miss the
yellow piece of paper asking the point. I understand privacy laws , I
question that I' ve been asking my- understand the obligation the Colself all week: Do You Feel Safe? It lege has to protect the identities
was 7:45 a.m. and there were already of i n d i v i d u a l s who are being inhalf a dozen comments. I returned vesti gated , and I understand that
a few hours later to see peop le ly- sometimes, it' s out of the hands of
ing on their stomachs , writing their the college entirely. I do not unthoughts. The banner was almost derstand , however , why the first
completely covered. I was amazed and onl y time this year the adminby and unbelievably proud of those istration publicl y addressed allewho felt comfortable enough to gations of sexual misconduct ocshare their personal feelings in front curred was when an athletic team
of the entire community. Finally, the was reported to be involved. Peoconversation
has
ple already talk
left the Civil Disabout how sports
course, entered the
teams get priority
real world and can
on this campus ,
no longer be writbut this is ridicuten off as the conlous. Making an
cerns of a few. This
example out of 75
is a problem , and
people
ultimatewe 're no longer
ly
protects the
afraid to show it.
dozen or so that
The one thing I
were responsible.
was not impressed
Why not address
the actions of the
by, however, were
the comments of
countless others
those who believed
not on a team who
the banner was a
may still be on
direct attack on
campus
without
specific peop le or
any legal or social
^—^—
groups on campus.
consequence?
To that , I simpl y have to say that
I don 't think I have to explain
it wasn 't about one allegation: it 's to everyone why this week was
about the unaddressed longevity of a big one for the issue of sexual
this issue. I will be the first to say assault. On Friday, parents and
that I do not blame one group or prospective students commented
team for any of the issues on cam- on how impressed they were with
pus. While I will not defend the the campus responding to "the
actions of those involved in the problem at Penn State " through
multiple instances of assault and the banner in Pulver. Although
harassment that have been made what is going on there is a compublic these past couple of weeks , I pletely separate problem from
will defend the reputations of those what is happening here , the iswho were not. From what I' ve sue of silence remains the same.
heard, the rest of the campus holds One of my friends who lives on
a similar view.
the University Park campus upWhen I first toured Colby, all loaded a p hoto of a candlelight
my guide could talk about was vigil held a couple of ni ghts ago ,
how joining the Class of 2014 with 12 ,000 students holding up
didn 't just mean becoming a mem- candles in front of a brick buildber of an extensive network of ing that , in the darkness , looked
incredibly bright alumni , faculty eerily like our very own Miller
and students, it meant becoming a Library. Although I disagree with
member of a family. And they were what they 're d e f e n d i n g (Coach
right: in my year and a half here , I Joe Paterno), I cannot hel p but

Finally,the conversation has left the
Discourse, entered
the real world and
can no longer be
written off as the
concerns of just a
few people.

wonder how a school nearly 10
times larger than Colby has been
able to come together to fi ght
against what they believe to be
an injustice , and we 're so divided
over something that should be a
no-brainer. When we cut t h r o u g h
all the side-arguments , q u a l m s
with the A d m i n i s t r a t i o n , Discourse posts , and h y p o t h e t i c a l s ,
we all agree on one thing: sexual

harassment and assault does ex- Taking a stand against what is hapist on the Colby campus, and that pening on this campus should not
it 's wrong. So why not j u s t ' start ' mean ostracizing or demonizing
there? '
a single group or team. It should
"When you hurt one of us , you mean holding i n d i v i d u a l s accounthurt all of us. " Those eleven words able and showing that as a comwere written on the banner and munity, we will not accept anyone
stood out to me most as 1 walked who hurts a member of our family.
through Pulver last week. We ob- Fighting amongst ourselves solves
viously are not Penn State. We 're nothing; fighting against someColb y. And we 're better than this. thing does. This campus is ours.
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FORUM
Biology Speaker: Robertson McClung,
Dartmouth University
Olln 1
12:50 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Lipman Lecture:
"When Jews laugh at things that arent funny"
Diamond - 142
7 p.m.

I
Women's Ice Hockey vs. Middlebury
I
Alfond Rink
I
3 p.m.
m

FRIDAY
Hip-Hop Summit Tour

I

Foss

I

Diamond - 122
7 p.m.
CHINA Town Hall is designed to provide Americans
across the country and beyond the opportunity to
discuss China's rapid development, Sine-American
relations and other issues with leading experts .

Tall Heights
Foss
9 p.m.
Women's Ice Hockey vs. Middlebury

MONDAY

Alfond Rink
7 p.m.

THURSDAY

Pugh Center Noontime Lecture Series:
Intersections of Gender and Whiteness

Outcast(e): Theater of the Oppressed
Cotter Union - Pugh Center
7 p.m.

SATURDAY

Students in the course taught by Fatima Burnad
will present a theater production aimed at
showing some of what Dalit life looks like.

International Food Festival

Cotter Union - Pugh Center
12 p.m.
When people think of the men and women in
Appalachia, they may envision Davy Crockett, Elly May
Clampett or other stereotypesthat have been
portrayed in the media. Come attend and find out
how too often these Images leave out considerations
of race,class, identify and ignore the need for
reconciliation with such representations.

Cotter Union - Page Commons
12 p.m.

Gender and Judaism
Cotter Union - Pugh Center
9 p.m.
An overview of how gender, gender identity, and
gender non-conformity operate within classical
Jewish texts and contemporary contexts.

Men's and Women's
Swimming & Diving vs. Amherst
Colby Swimming Pool
2 p.m.
Men's and Women's
Squash vs. Trinity
Dunaway Squash Courts
2 p.nr

Colby Improv
Cotter Union - Lower Program Space
9 p.m.

8th Annual Carpenter Lecture:
Penelope J E Davles, University of Texas
Bixler - Given Auditorium
1
1
4:30 p.m.
¦
"How Greek Architecture Helped to Bring Down the
I
Roman Republic'

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST
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Michael Alan Skopec of Kenall County, III. was
arrested after resisting arrest by a police officer. The
officer had arrived at the home of 48-year-old Skopec
at 1a.m. Wednesday, Nov. 9, after
receiving five consecutive 911 phone calls
complaining about his malfunctioning iPhone.
Afterward, the policeman, unsure of how to resolve
the problem, personally confronted Skopec and made
the arrest after confirming his belligerent intoxication.
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WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Specially Marked Cases of Jeremiah Red
Now Only 16.99 + Tax and Deposit
Glory Days California Chardonnay
Was 18.99 Now Only 8.99 + Tax and Deposit
Glory Days California Red Zin
Was 12.99 Now Only 8.99 + Tax and Deposit
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JOKAS IS NOW ON FACEBOOK!
LIKE US AT "DISCOUNT JOKAS"
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
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Music at Colby Series
b
Collegium Chamber Singers & Players
Lorimer Chapel
8
7:30 p.m.
I
A program of sacred polyphony written to
I
celebrate the most revered relics of the medieval ¦
and Renaissance church.
I

Cotter Union - Lower Program Space
5 p.m.

China Town Hall Meeting

1
K

BMR

7:30 p.m.

This year Jonathan Safran Foer, author of
"Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close" (2005) will
be speaking as the Lipman Lecturer.

1

We now have the largest selection ol domestic and Import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

STUDENTS IN THE SPA

What do you want to rely on police officials for that is currently frowned upon?
Here's What's Playing Fri.,
Nov. 11 through Thurs.,
Nov. 17
MARGIN CALL
¦

"The next time I get shorted on a "

"When there are no cups
*¦ in Dana"
.,

,,,
^
— DanAbrams
13
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TAKE SHELTER

—Danny Fowler 14
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Friday - Thursday
12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:10

Friday - Thursday
12:20, 2:40, 5:00, 7:20
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THE WAY
Friday - Thursday
2:20, 7:00
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12 Step Meeting

Thursdays @ 7p.m.
Whitney Room.
Roberts
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COLBY SPECIALS EVERY THURSDAY:
MANICURE / PEDICURE COMBO
Regular Price $35 — With Colby ID $30
MANICURE
Regular Price $10 — With Colby ID $8
HOURS

China Buffet
m*\ WaSuper
terville's Largest Asian Buffe t

(207) 872-9022

The Colby way to Portland,Boston South Station
& Logan InternationalAirport

1

Serving Chinese, American & Japanese Specialties
with Salad, Fruit & Dessert Bars
350 Kennedy Memorial Drive • Open Daily at 11:00 AM
Phone^59-8866 c>r l=a)<^59-8833
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Rabbit

\

The Rabbit is ¦lucky sign.
It's a good year to catch your breath
& calm your nerves
The friendly Rabbit loves sharing
meals with friends & family.
holidays
What better place to dine over
the
than at the
Super China Buffet?
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Monday-Saturday: 9am-8pm
Sunday: by appointment
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Wednesday Documentaries
Oct. 12 - Nov. 16
Werner Herzog s
INTO THE ABYSS
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m.
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Can You Handle the
Truth?

"A rescuefrom the arboretum. "
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One Show Only !
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

A provocative puppet show The MusicMan

COURTESY OF ANDREW BEAUCHESNE

Puppets used in the production of'' The Long Christmas Ride Nome '' conveyed a surprising degree of emotion.

By LIZZIE WOODBURY
NEWS STAFF

On Thursday, Nov. 10, the
Theater and Dance Department unveiled its edgy, yet
touching presentation of Paula
Vogel's "The Long Christmas
Ride Home " Directed by Assistant Professor of Theater
and Dance Todd Coulter and
Sall y Meehan ' 12 , "The Long
Christmas Ride Home" is the
provocative story of a famil y of five making their way to
their grand parents ' house on
one fateful Christmas.
The
events of this Christmas follow the three children into
their futures as the play flashes
forward and reveals that the
d ynamics of this dysfunctional
famil y have lasting effects.
The production pushed the
actors to express the powerful
emotions behind the devastating situations the characters
face. This challenge was even
greater as, for the first half of the
p lay, three of the main characters were played by puppets controlled by students, in a modern
adaptation of "bunraku " an ancient form of Japanese puppetry.
The Figures of Speech Theatre of Freeport , Maine, an en-

semble of performers dedicated
to exploring new approaches to
theatre, including puppetry, designed the puppets used in the
College's performance.
The play opened on a scene
that is quintessential! )' American:
the Christmas car
ride to the grandhouse.
parents'
Mom
(Mary
Randall '13) and
Dad
(Charles
Diamond
'12)
sit in the front
seat of the car as
their three children bicker and
fight in the back
seat. Dad dreams
of the woman
with whom he
is having an affair, while Mom fantasizes about
having her own affair or getting
pregnant again to catch her adulterous husband's attention.
At this point in the production ,
Randal] and Diamond narrated
their own thoughts and those of
the children while the puppeteers
(Mimi Smith '13, Alison Reader
'12, and Nicholas LaRovere '15)
provided the remarkably expressive movements of Claire, Rebecca and Stephen, respectively.
Though the children did not

speak throug h their own voices
at this point in the show, it was
amazing how much emotion
Smith , Reader and LaRovere
were able to intimate through
the slight movements of the
puppets. Smith portrayed the
oldest child Rebecca's desire to
gain the respect
and
attention
of her parents
through her still
posture, in imitation of adulthood. The only
boy in the family, Stephen , portrayed by LaRovere. is a quiet
and kind soul.
In keeping with
character 's
^^
LaRovere
moved
personality,
the puppet gently; each turn
of the head or shift in posture
was carried out with thoug ht.
In contrast , Reader kept Claire
in a flurry of activity. As the
youngest child, Claire rarel y is
still, always tapping her feet or
bobbing her head.
After the family arrives at the
grandparents ' house, they open
presents and share a Christmas
drink. While there, Stephen
breaks the expensive charm

The events of
this Christmas
follow the
three children
into their
futures as the
play flashes
forward .

Spoken word event
By RACHEL GOFF
NEWS STAFF

"Hip-hop is a transsexual
walking dead man ," celebrated
spoken word artist Jamele Adams said in his opening piece
at the poetry jam entitled "Spoken Word: The Brid ge Between
Them And Us " It took place in
a packed Pug h Center on Friday, Nov. 11.
"Hip-hop no longer belongs
to us," Adams said , continuing,
"Allow her to save everyone."
His transcendent poem worked
well as an introduction to the
nig ht 's powerful denunciation
of discrimination and hate
through poetry. "I'm simply
trying to explain...that my life
is different than yours," Adams
said in another poem.
Students Teaching Equality
and Piece (STEP) hosted the
poetry jam and broug ht Adams
to the Hill from Brandeis University, where he is an associate dean of student life. Many
students from Bowdoin College
also attended and participated
in the event , which operated
like an open mic nig ht.
"We are a famil y," Adams
announced at the beginning
of the evening, establishing an
atmosp here of support .,nd re-

spect for the student performers. "I'm your opener," he said
humbly.
Students who stepped up
to the microp hone delivered
both original and established
spoken word poems with an
impressive combination of vulnerability and strength. Many
of the poems they recited were
Audience
deep ly personal.
members snapped their fingers
in admiration of particularl y
powerful phrases and encouragement when performers occasionall y strugg led to recall
their rhymes.
Students from Bowdoin delivered some of the night 's most
notable performances, including a simultaneously hilarious
and heartbreaking poem that
described the painful humiliation caused by the "cocktail
concentration camp" that dominates Bowdoin's social scene; a
passionate poem about a white
girl who wished she looked
more like her black mother;
as well as an overtl y political
poem delivered by two students
who said , "We are done being
defined by six-letter prisons"
like "f****t" and "n '"" r."
While the talented poets
from Bowdoin suggested that
more of a spoken word culture

exists on the Brunswick campus, students from the Hill also
had several strong performances, most notabl y Hip- Hop Alliance president Clayton Brown
'13, who performed two original works.
Before closing out the evening, Adams invited the audience to give a standing ovation
to all of the brave performers.
He emphasized the importance of spoken word poetry,
especially as a vehicle to raise
awareness and to enact change
in a society he believes could
be on the brink o f an important
revolution.
Adams voiced his support for
the Occupy Wall Street movement , which he described as a
"modern day sit-in ," and also
emphasized the importance of
spoken word poetry, saying,
"Expression is so necessary....
Young people , you are necessary."
Adams closed out the performance with three powerful
pieces , and he made sure to end
the event on an optimistic note.
"Everything has been so angry
toni g ht , so I want to give you
another one ," he said , before
proceeding to recite a caring,
extraordinarily un-cliche" poem
about love.

bracelet that Dad boug ht for
his "golden girl," Claire. In a
bout of frustration and rage,
Dad kicks Stephen. Grandpa
(Trip Venturella '12) jumps
in to defend his grandson and
the Christmas dinner ends in
a brawl. As the family quickly
drives away from the scene,
Dad hits Mom in a moment that
would follow the three children
throughout their lives.
At this point in the play,
each of the children begin
to narrate their own story,
breaking free from the control of their parents and the
puppeteers. Flashing forward
to their adulthood , Rebecca
(Jo sie Tiedeman ' 15), Claire
(Julia Crouter '13) and Step hen (Daniel Kirb y '14) each
find themselves abandoned by
their lovers.
The problems within their
own
relationships
reflect
the trauma of their childhood. Claire , once her father 's
"golden girl ," prides herself on
sleeping with attractive women. However, she is unable to
maintain any meaningful relationships. Meanwhile, Rebecca's constant need for attention
causes her to habituall y cheat
on her boyfriend.
Step hen ,
rejected
and
abused by his own father, enful
relationgages in meaning
ships with other men. Once
abandoned by his boy friend ,
Stephen desperatel y searches
for love and ends up contracting AIDs from a stranger
at a club. The virus eventuall y kills him, though he returns to the earth each year at
Christmas as a ghost to visit
his sisters.
Although the scenes with Stephen's ghost were fairly cliched,
Kirby's brilliant performance
brought life to what could easily
have been a dull script.
Thoug h a strong performance on the whole, the power
of the play came from the little
details. As adults, the children
often repeat exactl y what their
parents said to them years
earlier on that fateful Christmas without even realizing it.
In addition , the continuall y
shifting narrative juxtaposes
both the powerful animosity
and strong love that can exist
simultaneously with deep love
within a family.
Overall , the Theater and
Dance Department produced
an amazing show. A touching tale of the love and bitterness that can tear a family
apart, "The Long Christmas
Ride Home" is certainl y not a
typical Christmas story. It is,
however, a story that makes
one appreciate the influence
of family and the value of each
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Mark Tipton, a film score composer, masterfully p layed the trumpet.

By DAN SUNDERLAND
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Other than being found on
campus giving trumpet lessons,
playing in the College Orchestra and coaching the Jazz Band ,
music faculty member Mark
Tipton also uses his creative talent to bring musical depth to silent films by composing new and
unique scores.
Tipton , an applied music instructor at the College for three
years, also teaches at the University of Southern Maine and the
Portland Conservatory of Music.
Tipton studied at the Oberlin
Conservatory in Ohio and then
at the Mannes College of Music
in New York City, where he got
his Master's Degree.
In 2007, he formed the group
Les Sorciers Perdus, originally
under the name "The Tipton
Chamber Players." Tipton felt that
the name "sounded pretty dry,
and [he] didn't want [his] name in
it." Since that time, new performers have joined and others have
left, but "it's been basically the
same instrumentation," he said.
The group has performed scores
written by Tipton to films such as
Nos/er<4fu-(1922) and The Golem
(1920).
Tipton tends to favor jazz in
his compositions. Much of his
musical background involves
working with jazz, and he finds
that these themes tend to work
their way into his music. However, Tipton also works to explore
diverse styles of music within
this framework.
"The most interesting styles to
me are folk styles from around
the world; just because it's very
unique music from country to
country," Tipton said. He expressed an interest in "encapsulating the sounds of different
ethnic music."

Tipton's work often lies within
the cinema of the 1890-1929 period—essentially the birth of
cinema as an art form. Between
watching and re-watching the
films involved and the actual
composition of the scores, Tipton
spends "hundreds of hours" on
each new piece.
"My process is, I watch a bunch
of films with no sound, and I am
going for whatever is most visually striking, whatever I think I can
create music to, and then I just
start from scratch ," he said.
Tipton writes his music by
hand, stating that he is not yet
familiar
with
music-writing
programs but has a fondness
for graphic notation. By using
graphic notation, a composer may
indicate unconventional sounds
or instruments within a piece by
using certain symbols. Because
of Tipton's tendency to use sound
effects in his film scores, graphic
notation is a useful tool in his
composing process.
"I'm watching films now, preparing to start a new score," Tipton said. "I want to do a drama
that isn't so much a horror film
this time for a little variety." He
is currently considering two
films for his next project: F. W.
Murnau's Faust (1926) or Victor
Sjostrbm's The Phantom Carriage
(1921).
Speaking to the composition
of scores in general, Tipton said,
"The interesting thing for me
is that John Williams and some
other film composers continue
to sync their live orchestras up
with film in that way, in the
large studios in L.A. Now they
have computer programs that
can do that, but some of the old
composers like John Williams
will insist on that process, which
comes from silent films....It
would be pretty awesome if you
could still go to the movies and
have a live orchestra."

A VARIETY OF STUDENT TALENTS
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The Colby Dancers were just one of many acts at a recent student talent show in Foss dining hall.

LOOSE CANON: A GUIDE TO THE FILMS (TV SHOWS AND BOOKS) YOU DIDNT KNOW YOU LOVED

The many manifestations of Don Draper
By MIKE SOUTHARD &
SAM DEERAN
FILM COLUMNISTS

In this column , we hi ghli g ht films that have directl y
or indirectl y inspired the most
cherished and popular movies
of contemporary cinema. We
will discuss the antecedents of
a popular movie in a reverse
chronological order—working
backward throug h film history. This week we'll be screwing with the formula somewhat
as we tackle the antecedents
of the popular , critically acclaimed 60s-era television drama Mad Men.
Mad Men , like the other great
premium-cable shows that preceded it , such as The Sopranos
and The Wire, is distinguished
from its network counterparts
by its novelistic and filmic
qualities. The show's protagonist , Don Draper—creative
director at the fictional Madison Avenue ad agency, Sterling
Cooper Draper Pryce—is incredibl y good at his work and
incredibly bad at being married. He lies , cheats, drinks on
the job and generall y makes
poor decision after poor decision , except when he is coming up for a slogan for a tobacco company Lucky Strike

i

(whose cigarettes he smokes
like a chimney). Complicating
(and maybe over-complicating)
this deeply flawed character is
a vaguely dark past with even
more vague undertones that
comment in/directl y on the
myth of the American Dream.
Or not. Whether you think Mad
Men is high art or just reall y entertaining entertainment, you
will nonetheless find several
cinematic references sprinkled
throug hout the show in homage
to its predecessors. Here are a
few of them:
The Sopranos
(1999-2007)

No, The Sopranos isn't a film.
But it was as provocative as
any art-house flick at Railroad
Square and far more entertaining than any of the billion-dollar
blockbusters at Flagship. Besides, it was chock-full of film
allusions , had an episode-by-episode bud get roug hl y at the level
of a very expensive independent
film , and the acting, writing, directing, li g hting, photograp hy,
sound , all of it was as good as
any movie produced in the near
decade that it was on the air. It
is not a stretch to say that The
Sopranos was and remains the
most important show on TV.
The show's critical success and
popularity proved that art had
a place in a medium that had
been defined and derided by
its artlessness. It was, and still
is, the epitome of "popular art."
Oh, and the showrunner of Mad
Men was a writer and producer
on The Sopranos for its final two

seasons. For a number of reasons, I'm not sure Don Draper
exists without Tony Soprano.
Albert Hitchcock's entire
filmography—
Especially Notorious (1946),
North by Northwest (1959)
and Vertigo (1958)

Mad Men owes an enormous visual debt to Hitchcock's films. Every slow tracking shot throug h the corners of
Sterling Cooper Draper Pryce ,
the Saul Bass/Vertigo inspired
credit sequence (one of the
best on TV), the languid editing and deliberate pace (the
latter of which is not totall y
Hitchcock but also has to do
with a tradition in TV storytelling which , once again,
starts with The Sopranos), the
camera constantl y pushing in
on Don Draper with his back
toward us: these are just a few
of the visual cues taken from
Hitchcock's films, some more
conspicuous then others. You
also see Hitchcock's fascination/weird obsession with icy
blonde women in Betty Draper ,
Don 's ex-wife, who I think was
put on earth , sadl y, to play an
ex-wife in Mad Men. She is a
dead ringer for Grace Kell y in
Rear Window and is reminded
of this constantl y within the
show: just another facet of Mad
Men 's hyper-allusive style.
The Apartment
(1960)
Showrunner Matthew Weiner has referenced the influence
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Hillman 's Bakery: a Fairfield institution I

CHRIS HODER.THE COLBY ECHO

Set during the 1960s, the hit television series, Mad Men , follows the suave advertising agent. Donald Draper
of The Apartment on Mad Men.
The parallels are fairl y obvious:
earl y 60s New York, workplace/
corporate setting (thoug h it 's
insurance, not advertising), and
lots and lots of philandering and
lying and cheating—all by men
who should probabl y know better. Cruciall y, The Apartment
makes comments about gender
and relationships between men
and women in the 60s—or, reall y, anytime—that are explored
in depth in Mad Men. While
many peop le may associate the
show with Don Draper and
his infidelity—or basicall y the
rampant bad behavior of the
men on the show—it 's crucial
that Mad Men is a show that examines honestl y and painfully
the root causes of this particular strain of all-American masculine ug liness. It does not glorify either of the sexes, nor does
it dehumanize them; it captures
the contradictions and compro-

mises that make up relationships between the sexes and
the politics within the sexes. In
the way that The Sopranos (we
swear this is the last time) was
totall y NOT about the Jersey
mob, Mad Men is emphaticall y
not about bad behavior for the
sake and coolness of bad behavior. It has The Apartment to
thank for that.
The Stories of John Cheever
(ori ginall y published in 1978,
but some of the stories go all
the way back to the 40s)
We 're breaking another rule
here on this week's "Loose
Canon" because it 's the middle
of November on the Hill , and
we have too much reading to go
watch films. So here we'll plug
what is an incredibl y important influence on Mad Men: the
collected short stories of the
author John Cheever. For those

who don 't know , Cheever was
a Massachusetts-born writer of
several works of short fiction
and a handful of novels , most
of which were set among the
upper-middle classes in New
Eng land , New York City and
Ossining, NY—not coincidenof Don
and
tal^ the hometown
Betty Draper. Many of his short
stories—you might know "The
Swimmer," "The Enormous Radio" or "Goodb ye, My Brother ,"
all of which are , for our money,
three of the best short stories
ever written—center around
infidelity, suburban and city
life in the mid-twentieth century, alcoholism , various sorts
of ennui and other first-world
white people problems. If you
can get over the fact that every bod y in the story is so rich
and so self- absorbed (and if
you 're watching Mad Men, it 's
fair to say that you can), you 'll
love this collection.

By Tate Kanesluge, Contributing Writer

Boston University Study Abroad
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COURTESY OF TATE KANESHIGE H

Doug hnuts and danish puffs are just a samp ling of the many sweets available at Hillman s Bakery.

¦

First off, I need to thank my
friend Arya Moallem '12 for
taking me to Hillman's Bakery.
I had never heard of this place
before, and , this being my last
year here, I am disappointed
that this was my first visit. The
bakery is tucked away on a side
street off of College Avenue in
Fairfield. The only giveaway
that would lure you inside is
the tiny, crammed parking
lot, where cars are constantl y
zooming in and out every five
or so minutes.
We drove past Kennebec
Caf£ and Sonny's Pizza , arriving at the bakery at what
we thought was earl y, 10 a.m.,
which apparently wasn't earl y
enough. When Arya and I first
walked inside, the place was
quiet—onl y one or two customers were picking out their
favorite pastries in front of us.
Within the time it took for us
to decide what we wanted—
which, by the way, requires
careful consideration since
their menu boasts a countless
numbei of baked goods—at
least three other customers had

already been in and out , and the
line was growing.
We eventually settled on two
items each: a danish puff and
blueberry tart for myself and a
crunchy doughnut and cheese
danish for Arya. Apparently, the
best selection of pastries had already been bought, as the friendly
woman behind the counter told
us when we asked for recommendations. Some other options
that caught my attention were the
cinnamon and honey buns, the
raspberry horns the freshly baked
oatmeal cookies and those irreplaceable magic bars that remind
me of all the wonderful nights
when I would find a tray of them
waiting for me in the dining hall
after I finished my dinner.
Hillman's also sells a variety
of bread and rolls that they bake
fresh daily, and you can order
anything from homemade graham cracker cream pie to fresh
strawberry rhubarb pie to pick up.
If you 're looking for something not as .sweet, they also
have other food items like shepherd's pie, lasagna and homemade baked beans.

Aside from the pastries
themselves, however, the best
part about our visit to Hillman's was the cost: $2.81 for
four delicious baked goods is
a price that rivals any other
bakery that I have visited thus
far. All coffees are under a
dollar , and all cappuccinos are
less than $1.50. You can snag
a dozen cookies for less than
four dollars or bring home a
six-pack of cinnamon buns
for $2.60.
Overall, I would give Hillman 's three thumbs up. It s more
of a grab-and-go rather than
a sit-down-and-enjoy kind of
p lace, but it's great if you 're just
looking for delicious desserts
and pastries that won't break
your budget. If you do decide to
see what it 's all about , I would
recommend sacrificing those
extra hours of sleep and going
before 9 a.m., or even earlier, so
that you get the best selection to
choose from.
Hillman 's Bakery
16 Western Ave.
Fairfield , Maine 04937
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Meisel s first three years at Colby have
the
three
CAC playoff appearances. Meisel was
named to the All-NESCAC second team.
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Nate Tolman '14

Sam Bachelder '14

HOMETOWN:
f^
Wenham . Mass.
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WHY:
Wlns without
Bachelder was una loss
defeated in the fall
season in both singles and doubles.
He played the fourth and fifth spot in
singles and went 4-0 at third doubles
with partner Robert Yee '12.

HOMETOWN:
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Greenwood Village.
~'
Colo.
Doubles wins
WHY:
Carroll went 4-3 at
first doubles, including wins over Bates
and Amherst to reach the quarterfinals of
the ITA Regional Tournament. At first singles. he went 1-1, winning against Ithaca.
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Eric Barthold '12
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HOMETOWN:
Lyme, N.H.
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WHY:
Goals
Barthold led the
Mules in goals with
five in 15 games. He scored on 26.3
percent of his shots taken. Barthold is
a prominent member of the Colby Male
Athletes Against Violence.

HOMETOWN :
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Scarborough. Maine
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WHY:
Games
sta rted
According to captain
Cory Hendrickson
"12, Tolman "controls the midfield and
sparks the offense. He plays way beyond his size and neve r loses or gets
knocked off the ball."
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Taggie Martin '13
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Martin led after the p,ace at NESCAC
Qualifier
first day of competition at the NESCAC Qualifier with a
score of 69. He finished in sixth place,
earning him a spot on the All-NESCAC
first team.
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Connor Walsh
'12
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HOMETOWN:
-EJ. —
Westwood Mass
?_ 1
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WHY: Walsh reReceiving
yards
corded 424 receiving
yards. After Walsh
scored three touchdowns in the Mules'
win over Bates, Walsh was named as the
NFfSCAP nffpnsive Plaver nf the Wppk
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Harry Smith '12

WHY:

Senior captain
Smlth p|aced sixth
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p|ace

at Sid Farr
Invitational
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HOMETOWN:
Keene, N.H.
£m
WHY:
^Goals
Pickering tallied
four goals and one
assist this season to lead the Mules
with nine points overall. Pickering had
her best performance with two goals
against Wesleyan University.

HOMETOWN:
g*.
%tm ^
Duxbury, Mass.
**K
W ^#
WHY:
Saves
Brook made 93
saves and had a
save percentage of .802, showing
poise beyond her years. Brook held
strong and directed the defense , leading the women to the NESCAC playoffs.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
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Nick Joseph '14

HOMETOWN:
^
Mattapan Mass
R
|
WHY: Sophomore
*»*
Receiving
wide receiver Joseph
touchdowns
led the Mules with
five touchdowns this season for a total
of 180 receiving yards and an average
of 11 2 yard s oer receotion.
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Although just a
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pla ce

at NCAA
Qualifiers

outraced many of his older competitors
this season. At the NCAA New England
Qualifiers , Lester led the Mules with a
77th-place finish.
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Emily Brook '15
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Christian Romano '14
HOMETOWN:
^y
Warwick R.I
^C
*¦*
WHY: Defensive
Total
back R omano recordinterceptions
ed a tota | of three
interceptions on the season. In the final
game of the season against Bowdoin,
Romano led the Mules with 1
1 tackles.
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Henry Nelson '15

HOMETOWN:
_ ^a.
Redding Conn
_ 5 5|J
*0 *0
WHY: Nelson demTotal tackles
onstrated his skill
by leading the Mules
with 59 tackles on the season. Against
Bates , Nelson had a team-high nine
tackles and an interception.
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SPORTS
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Chessare was one

Total points

nf Tnlhu's Ipariino

scorers despite working out of the
backfield. Chessare tallied throe goals
and two assists for a total of eight
points Chessare finished third on the
team in shots taken with 26.
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*
place at NESCACs
Dewdney led the
women 's team in
almost all of its races this season , and
her sixth place finish at the NESCAC
Championships earned her a place on
the NESCAC Atl-Conference team.
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Berol Dewdney '13
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Eva Lauer '15

HOMETOWN:
Wellesley Mass
WHY:

#% A f*J.l_
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Lauer made a strong Place at NCAA
NE Qualifier
impression with several good finishes throughout the year,
Lauer led the Mules with a 26th-place
finish at the NCAA Division III New
England Regional Qualifier.

VOLLEYBALL
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Caroline Chessare 13
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Turner, Maine
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shots
Erskine , a forwa rd,
combined with Chessare and O'Brien to lead the Mules in
scoring with eight points. Erskine tallied two assists and three goals , one
of which was a game-winner.
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HOMETOWN:
—
Wolfeboro Falls. N H
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Goals
Senior co-captain
O'Brien , a midfielder,
led the Mules with four goals for eight
points. O'Brien was able to score four
goals despite taking just 12 shots all
season, good for seventh on the team.
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Courtney Erskine '13

Hannah O'Brien '12
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COURTESY OF BEN LESTER

Ben Lester '15

HOMETOWN:
Medfield , Mass

WHY:

Place at Open New
Englands
races this season , including the Class
Relays Wave Race , the Williams College Invitational and the Open New
England Championships.
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HOMETOWN:
Ann Arbor Mich
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at the CBB Tournament and second at
the Sid Farr Invitational , helping the
Mules to first-place finishes in both
events.
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Brian Desmond '13
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HOMETOWN:
Locust Valley N Y
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Nikki Pickering '12

HOMETOWN:
jm
Wenham , Mass.
mmw
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WHY:
Wins
Love picked up three
third doubles wins
this fall with partner Alex McAuliff "13.
She also picked up a singles win and
spearheaded Colby tennis ' first annual
Mule Open.
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Mckenzie Love '13

HOMETOWN:
—
Minneapolis, Minn.
^1
WHY:
Wins
Perese finished the
fall season with two
wins at first singles and two at first
doubles. She was one of four Mules
to compete at the ITA New England
Championships.
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HOMETOWN:
New Canaan Conn
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Walpole Mass
Career kills
204
and 283
With
kills
defensive digs
Burchill led the Mules to their first playoff appearance since 2005. Burchill
also served 19 aces.
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MEN'S TENNIS
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"MULE OF THE YEAR"
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Mackie Sewall '12
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Career blocks
With 160 kills.
co-captain Sewall
helped lead Colby to the NESCAC
playoffs. Sewall finished her three-year
career with 367 kills and 125 blocks.
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Maggie Taylor '13
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>«¦
with 210 kills this
fall. Taylor was the
leading hitter for the Mules. Taylor also
nailed 32 aces and contributed defensively with 273 digs.
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Emily Varni '13
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Manhattan Beach,
Ca|jf
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Service aces
WHY:
Varni anchored the
Mules ' defense with a team-leading
322 digs . She also led the team in
service ace's with 52.

Mule of the year:
men's soccer's
Andrew Meisel
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Mule of the year:
volleyball's Caitlin
Burchill *12
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Football f alls in season finale Jets: Gronked

Colby loses
chance at
outright CBB
Championship

The New England Patriots
have not had a three-game losing streak since the 2002 season, and thanks largely to Rob
After a three-game win
Gronkowski , Andre Carter
streak brought them within
and Rob Ninkovich , they still
a game of a .500 record , the
don 't. The importance of this
Colby football team suffered a
past Sunday 's game can 't be
hard-fought loss against rival
overstated. This was definitely
Bowdoin College on Saturday,
the most important game of the
Nov. 12 , falling in its final
season to date and probably the
game of the season, 20-10.
most important regular season
Going into the game, Colby
game the Pats have played since
would have clinched the outright
week
17 of the 2007 season,
title of the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
when perfection was on the line
fCBB) Championship with a win.
at the old Meadowlands. With
Instead , Colby settles for a share
the huge victory,
of the title for the second time in
Bill
Belichick
Ihree years.
and Tom Brady
Bowdoin opened the scorhave
officially
ing on a special teams mistake
won more games
by the Mules when a hi gh snap
(117) than any
went out of the back of the endother
coachzone on an attempted punt , givquarterback
ing the Polar Bears a safety and
CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO
tandem in NFL
a 2-0 lead. The ensuing Colby Junior Spencer Gopaul makes a move to the outside in an early-season game against Trinity College.
history, passing
drive ate up over eight minutes
of clock time. A 16-play, 75- Marc Caputi found Pat Noone The 21-yard field goal proved to a consolation touchdown with the great Miami
in
the
combo of Shula
,
three
minutes
remaining
yard drive resulted in a 22-yard for 23- and 30-yard receptions be all the Polar Bears needed
field goal by David Bendit '13 after the Polar Bears took over but they added an insurance game, bringing the score to 20- and Marino.
The New York
that made the score 3-2 in the with just 55 seconds remaining touchdown on their following 10. The run completed a 62-yard
Mules ' favor.
in the half.
possession, which brought the drive and was Duncklee 's third Jets now know what it feels like
touchdown of the season.
to get "Gronked. " The biggest
A score late in the first half
Bowdoin kicker Jimmy Gar- score to 20-3.
Connor Sullivan '12 picked question regarding Gronk is
First-year Luke Duncklee
gave Bowdoin a 10-3 lead vey made it a two-possession
before the break. Bowdoin 's game following a Colby fumble. capped off a strong season with up 102 yards passing and 23 how long it took Bibi Jones to
yards rushing. Senior tn-cap- , pick up the phone after he domtain Connor Walsh contributed ! inated with ei ght catches for
58 yards receiving. Christian
113 yards and two TDs , matchRomano '14 led the Mules de- ing his season high in catches.
fensively with 11 tackles. Der- He now has 12 TD catches this
rick Beasley * 13 had eight tack- season, two more than his seales, while Henry Nelson '15 son total last year as a rookie.
and Kalu Kalu '14 both made Tom Brady cruised to 329
seven. Nelson was another yards, a personal best against
first-year with a stellar season , the Jets , and three TDs largely
as he led the Colby defense thanks to the unstoppable force
that was Gronk .
with 59 tackles.
The Mules finished their seaChad Ochocinco had two
son with an overall record of 3-5, catches for 65 yards. Deion
Branch caught Brady's other
tying Bates College, Hamilton
College and Wesleyan Univer- TD and finished with 58 yards
sity for sixth place in the New on five catches. Wes Welker was
England Small College Athletic
largely absent as he was blanConference (NESCAC). Am- keted all night by Darrelle Revis;
he
finished with six catches for
herst College finished the season undefeated for its second 46 yards. Welker made one big
NESCAC title in three years, catch on a third down that led to
CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO
Branch's TD. The running game
edging out Trinity College.
Senior wide receiver Connor Walsh lowers his shoulder to break a tackle against Trinity College defenders
was underwhelming at best, finBy ZACH HARTNETT
STAFF WRITER

ishing with 60 yards on 28 carries total, but this was Brady and
Gronk's show.
Actually, as spectacular as
Gronk and Brady were together,
the much-maligned Pats defense
was equally impressive. On paper, the Jets have a good offense,
but the defense smothered the
Jets ' offense, allowing only 268
yards passing to Sanchez while
Rob Ninkovich picked off the
Jets ' QB twice, returning one
for a TD in old-school Patriots *
linebacker fashion. The Jets ran
pretty well for 110 yards , but
really nothing in their offense
seemed to click. Mistakes were
New York's downfall. Penalties (five for 56) and turnovers
(three that resulted in 17 points
for the Pats) were the cause of
the second-half collapse. Andre
Carter had a Patriots singlegame record 4.5 sacks.
Last week, I
satd that this was
very close to a
must-win for the
Pats, coming off
of a two-game
losing streak facing a hot NY team
on the road with
the division lead
on the line. The
Pats shined in the
spotlight of primetime football
while their opponents , especially Sanchez, looked flustered.
With the win, the Patriots have taken a prohibitive
lead in the AFC East , holding a one-game lead and the
tie-breaker over the Jets with
seven games to play. The Pats
have the NFL' s easiest schedule over the remainder of the
season , and the only team with
a winning record left on the
docket is the Buffalo Bills ,
who are fading fast.
The only bad news for the
Patriots is that they could
win out and still have to play
a home game on Wild Card
Weekend. At 13-3, both the
Houston Texans (who would
have a better division record)
and the Pittsburgh Steelers
(who hold the head-to-head
against the Pats) are in position to finish at 13-3 as well.
But as Master Belichick would
say, "We 're just focused on
next week."

The New
York Jets
now know
what it feels
like to get
"Gronked."

XC races at NCAA qualifiers
By SARAH TRANKLE
SPORTS EDITOR

In the final meet of their seasons, the men 's and women 's cross
country teams competed at the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division HI New
England Region Qualifier Championships this past Saturday in
Brunswick , Maine.
Both squads performed well, with
the women earning
ninth place and the
men grabbing 14th
place, the team 's
best finish in years.
First-year Eva
Lauer
showed
strength beyond
her years as she
led the Mules with
a 26th-place finish. Lauer 's time
of 22:06.45 over
the six-kilometer
course earned her
the
fourth-best
time out of all
first-year runners. Junior standout Berol Dewdney finished
closely behind Lauer in 31 st
place with a time of 22:12. 94.
Claire Dunn ' 13 recorded a time
of 22:51.24 for 53rd place and
Layne Schwab garnered 59th
place in 23:03.94. Kate Con-

nolly '14(23.19.47), Claire Cannon "13 (23.29.64) and Sophie
Weaver '14 (23.39.13) rounded
out the Mules' efforts by placing 73rd , 85th and 91st , respectively. Overall , the Mules racked
up a score of 242 points for ninth
place while Middlebury College, Williams College and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology took the
top three spots,
respectively.
On the men's
side, the Mules
demonstrated
great
improvement with their
14th-place
finish on the eightkilometer course.
With six runners
in the top 100
places in the race,
and several that
were first-years ,
the Mules have
a bright future
ahead of them.
Ben Lester * 15 led
the Mules with a time of 26:24.10 ,
good for 77th place. Junior captain Brian Desmond grabbed 93rd
place (26:39.83), Will McCarthy
'15 earned 94th place (26:42.37),
Matthieu Nadeau ' 12 nabbed 97th
place (26:46.29) and Jeff Hale
'15 ran to 98th place. Just miss-

ing the top 100, Corey Park '12
earned 106th place with a time of
26:54.93. The Mules tallied 442
points overall while Williams College and Middlebury College secured first and second place with
88 and 89 points, respectively.

Colby
On Deck

Following these two strong
finishes , the teams can reflect very positively upon their
seasons. With many strong
underclassmen runners, the
Mules have much to look forward to in upcoming years.

THIS WEEK'S HOME GAMES
WOMEN'S HOCKEY VS. MIDDLEBURY
FRIDAY AT 7 P.M. AND SATURDAY AT 3 P.M.

First-year
Eva Lauer
showed
strength
beyond her
years as
she led
the Mules
with a 26thplace finish.

SQUASH VS. TRINITY
SATURDAY AT 2 P.M.
SWIMMING AND DIVING VS. AMHERST
SATURDAYAT 2 P.M.

CHRIS KASPRAK/IHt COU0V ECHO j

Matthieu Nadeau '12 sprints toward the f inish at the NCAA Qualifier
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